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ABSTRACT
In recent years there has been a significant
movement towards the individualization of instruction
in education. This movement which encompasses a number
of instructional models has as a major purpose the en-
hancement of the learning of all students. Given this
purpose it is reasonable to expect that any measurement
instrument used to assess student performance will pro-
vide information which can be employed to make educational
decisions on an individual basis. Further these measure-
ment instruments should provide information that can be
used to measure progress along an absolute ability con-
tinuum.
Traditional measurement devices, norm-referenced
tests, are constructed specifically to facilitate making
comparisons among students; hence, they are not very
well suited for making most of the instructional decisions
required in individualized instructional programs. The
vi
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inadequacies of norm-referenced tests for providing infor-
mation related to performance on specific instructional
objectives which could then be used to make educational
decisions has led to the development of a more appropriate
form of testing known as criterion-referenced testing. A
criterion-referenced test has been defined as a test which
is deliberately constructed so as to yield measurements
that are directly interpretable in terms of specified per-
formance standards.
To date, considerable research on criterion-
referenced testing has been conducted to solve important
problems such as those concerning the estimation of mastery
scores, the estimation of reliability and validity, and
the setting of cutting scores. However, one area research-
ers have given relatively little attention is the problem
of item validation, i.e., the problem concerning the ex-
tent to which items are measures of the objectives they
have been designed to measure.
The problem of item validation is of particular
importance with criterion-referenced tests because of the
way test score information is used. Specifically, if an
examinee responds correctly to several items measuring a
particular objective in a criterion-referenced test it
is inferred that he/she has mastered that instructional
objective. In spite of the basic importance of the item
validity problem, to date, there does not exist a method-
ology for conducting item validation studies. Clearly
Vlll
then, the problem of item validity is an important one to
study and consequently this particular investigation was
designed. Specifically, the study was designed to achieve
three goals:
1. To provide a synthesis and organization of the
various item validity methods that have appeared
in the literature,
2. To conduct an empirical investigation of available
item validity methods to determine which ones
provide the most useful information and in which
situations,
3. To produce an item validation methodology that
reflects the results of work in the first two
areas above.
On the basis of our background research, it was
decided to organize existing item validity methods around
three rather different approaches: the use of item genera-
tion rules; the use of empirical analyses; and the use of
the judgments of content specialists.
With regard to the use of item generation rules,
the research in the study consisted of an attempt to or-
ganize the literature and discuss strengths and weaknesses
of the approach. Both an organization and discussion of
the available literature, as well as empirical studies,
were carried out with the other two approaches.
The results of empirical studies on two sets of
test data clearly suggested that empirical analyses in
ix
and of themselves could not be used to establish item
validity. Further, while the use of the judgments of
content specialists appeared to be an effective means for
assessing item validity, this approach was insensitive to
item statistical deficiencies. Given the empirical find- •
ings of the study, it was determined that item validity
must be assessed on both a content level and an empirical
level.
Two models for the construction of criterion-
referenced tests were presented in the study. The basis
for these models was the review of the existing research
and the empirical studies carried out. For model one it
is assumed that extensive resources are available for de-
veloping and validating test items. For model two, it is
assumed that the test constructor is limited in both the
time and resources he/she has to devote to test develop-
ment. The major objective of both test construction models
is to increase the reliability and validity of criterion-
referenced test item data through the identification, re-
duction, and elim.ination of sources of error relating to
criterion-referenced test items.
In conclusion, it is noted that in this study,
procedures have been set forth to ascertain whether or not
an item is a measure of objective it is designed to mea-
sure (item validity) . These procedures represent an impor-
tant theoretical contribution to the field and provide prac
tical means for enabling practitioners to construct valid
criterion-referenced test items.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Backgrovmd
While the idea of adapting instructional programs
to meet the individual needs of all students is not a
new theme in education (see, for example, Washburne and
Marland, 1963; and Wilhelms, 1962), it has only been in
the past decade that individualized instructional programs
have been implemented on a large-scale basis in the schools.
This trend tov/ard individualization of instruction in edu-
cation has resulted in the development of a number of
different instructional models. Included among them are
the Individually Presavihed Instructional Program (Glaser,
1968), Project PLAN (Flanagan, 1967, 1969), and a Model of
School Learning (Carroll, 1963, 1970).
An individualized instructional model includes many
components: instructional models that include a specifica-
tion of curricula in terms of behavioral objectives, a
detailed diagnosis of the entering competencies of students,
individual pacing and sequencing of material, as well as the
careful monitoring of student progress, will be of special
interest in this study.
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Since the major purpose of individualized programs
is to enhance the learning of all students, it is reason-
able to expect that any measurement instrument used to
assess student performance will provide information which
can be employed to make educational decisions on an indi- •
vidual basis. Since one of the major purposes of individ-
ualized programs is to maximize the opportunity for all
students to learn, it follows that tests used to monitor
student progress should also be keyed to the instruction.
Further, these tests should provide information that can
be used to measure progress along an absolute ability con-
tinuum. Norm-referenced tests are constructed specifically
to facilitate making comparisons among students; hence,
they are not very well suited for making most of the in-
structional decisions required in individualized instruc-
tional programs. Hambleton and Novick (1973) comment on
the primary purpose of testing in individualized instruc-
tional programs. They note:
It would seem that in most cases, the pertinent
question is whether or not the individual has
attained some prescribed degree of competence
on an instructional performance task. Questions
of precise achievement levels and comparisons
among individuals on these levels seem to be
largely irrelevant. In many of the new instruc-
tional models, tests are used to determine on
which instructional objectives an examinee has
met the acceptable performance level standard
set by the model designer. This test informa-
tion is usually used immediately to evaluate
the student's mastery of the instructional ob-
jectives covered in the test, so as to appro-
. priately locate him for his next instruction.
3The inadequacies of norm-referenced tests for pro-
viding information related to performance on specific
instructional objectives which could then be used to make
educational decisions and to evaluate the effectiveness of
the instructional programs has led to the development of
a more appropriate form of testing known as avitevion-
referenaed testing. Criterion-referenced tests are speci-
fically designed to provide the data necessary to make
instructional decisions and to evaluate program effective-
ness
.
While a number of definitions of criterion-referenced
tests have been offered (Glaser and Nitko, 1971; Harris and
Stewart, 1971; Ivens
,
1970; Kriewall, 1969; and Livingston,
1972), Hambleton and Novick (1973) note that the definition
of Glaser and Nitko (1971) is the most flexible. Glaser
and Nitko define a criterion-referenced test as "a test
which is deliberately constructed so as to yield measure-
ments that are directly interpretable in terms of specified
performance standards."
The amount of interest and energy that has been
expanded in the area of criterion-referenced testing and
measurement in the last few years has been impressive.
The theoretical and practical problems that have received
considerable attention from educational measurement spe-
cialists include: the estimation of mastery scores, the
estimation of reliability and of validity, the setting of
cutting scores and the development of systems for reporting
4criterion-referenced testing information (see, for example,
the work of Fremer, 1972; Hambleton and Novick, 1973;
Kriewall. 1972; Livingston, 1972; Millman, 1974; and
Popham and Husek, 1969). Considering its importance, re-
searchers have given relatively little attention to the
problem of item validation, i.e.
,
the problem concerning
the extent to which items are measures of the objectives
they are intended to measure. Important contributions
to date include the work of Wells Hively and his colleagues
(1968, 1973) and Millman (1974).
1.2 Importance of the Item
Validity Question
The problem of item validation is of particular
importance with criterion-referenced tests because of the
way one uses the test score information. Specifically,
if an examinee responds correctly to several items measur-
ing a particular objective in a criterion-referenced test,
it is inferred that he/she has mastered that instructional
objective. In fact, the success of an individualized pro-
gram depends to a considerable extent on how effectively
teachers make decisions concerning the student mastery of
specific instructional objectives. Thus, unless one can
say with a high degree of confidence that the items in a
criterion-referenced test measure the instructional objec-
tives, any use of the test information for instructional
decision-making is questionable.
5The question of item validity is also central to
two other important areas of instructional development.
First, the introduction of objective and test item banks
has been designed to reduce the work load normally asso-
ciated with developing objectives-based curricula (Wood and
Skurnik, 1969). The purpose of these banks is to make
available to teachers and researchers a large pool of in-
structional objectives and test items measuring the objec-
tives. From this pool, various combinations of items which
are appropriate for the instructional units being taught
or researched can be selected. These objective and test
item banks will often contain thousands of items and ob-
jectives. Therefore, it is obvious that without some sys-
tematic approach to the problem of determining item-
objective relationships quickly and effectively, it is un-
likely that objective and test item banks can achieve their
intended purpose.
Second, of course, it is also essential to deter-
mine the effectiveness of various components of an objectives
based program. This, in part, can be done with paper and
pencil tests that assess the various curriculum objectives.
Once again, it is essential to know that the test items
measure the intended objectives. (As a side note, curricu-
lum evaluators are presently using item-examinee sampling
designs to collect more information on a program than
would be available if all examinees in the population of
interest took only a subset of the total set of test items.
Item-examinee sampling is particularly applicable for cur-
riculum evaluation where information about the group is
usually of more interest than information on individual
examinees [Lord, 1962; Lord and Novick, 1968].)
1.3 Purposes of the Investigation
From the discussion in the first two sections, it
is apparent that the problem of item validation is an
important one to resolve for the effective development
and implementation of objectives-based curricula. For
example, as was mentioned earlier, unless one can be sure
that a set of items measures a particular objective in a
criterion-referenced test, it is impossible to effectively
monitor student progress through an objectives-based
instructional program or to effectively evaluate instruction.
In spite of the basic importance of the item val-
idity problem to the criterion-referenced testing area,
it is surprising to note that, to date, there does not
exist a methodology for conducting item validation studies.
What does exist in the literature is a smattering of tech-
niques that address different aspects of the item validity
problem. As recently as 1974, Popham posed two important
questions for criterion-referenced test developers:
1. What techniques can be devised which will permit
objective-based test developers to improve their
instruments on the basis of empirical tryouts in
the same ways that conventional test developers
have been doing for years {e.g., total test
reliability, item reliability, item homogeneity,
objective-item congruence)?
2. Are there technical rules which can be producedto aid reviewers in judging the congruencebetween test items and the objectives on whichthey are based?
Further. Skager (1974) noted that there are still
a number of unresolved questions relating to criterion-
referenced test item validity. For example:
1. How does one establish the fact that items in thepool measuring any objective are valid in the
sense of being (a) congruent with the objective,
e.c^., actually measuring the performance de-
scribed in the objective and (b) comprehensivem the sense of providing adequate coverage of
the domain specified by the objective?
2. How does one identify poorly written items by
means of item analysis procedures when the fre-
quency of correct response may be extremely high
or low? ^
Clearly then, the problem of item validity is an
important one to study and consequently, this particular
investigation was designed. Specifically, the study was
designed to achieve three goals:
1. To provide a synthesis and organization of the
various item^ validity methods that have appeared
in the literature.
2. To conduct an empirical investigation of selected
item validity methods to determine which ones
provide the most useful information and in which
situations
.
3. To produce an item validation methodology that
reflects the results of the work in the first two
areas above.
8Relative to the third goal, the methodology is a
set of guidelines or rules which take into consideration
the resources available to the test developer, the data
which has been previously collected on the items which will
comprise the test and the purposes for which the test is
being developed.
Our background research suggested to us that it
would be useful to organize existing item validation methods
around three rather different approaches: the first in-
volves the use of item generation rules. The major cate-
gories of item generation procedures given by Millman
(1974) are:
1. Linguistic-based Schemes: this technique derives
items by using operational definitions which set
forth the rules for transforming instructional
material into items. This technique has been ad-
vanced by Bormuth (1970) and Anderson (1972).
2. Item Forms: this technique provides a strict
framework for item generation and is reviewed
extensively later in the investigation. The
major developers of this procedure have been
Osburn (1968) and Hively, et al . (1968, 1973).
3. Amplified Objectives: an amplified objective is
a statement of an educational or instructional
goal which contains specific information about
three areas: the testing situation; response
alternatives; and the criteria of correctness.
9A second approach to item validity involves the
use of content specialists. To date, little use has been
made of this approach. Because of the intuitive appeal of
the approach and the limited amount of study given the
area to date, substantial amount of effort was devoted to •
this approach in the study.
The third approach to item validity involves the
use of empirical data. Empirical analyses were conducted
on two sets of data collected on a pool of items constructed
to measure objectives of an individualized high school
science program. The first set of data contained the re-
sults of a single test administration to a group of stu-
dents. The second set of data was collected from the ad-
ministration of three parallel forms of a criterion-
referenced test measuring twelve objectives that was given
to three groups of students. Each group was tested on all
three forms of the test during either the pre-test, post-
test or delayed post-test situation. For other analyses
in the study, simulated data was used.
1.4 Organization of the Study
The remainder of the study is organized around
four chapters. Chapter II provides a review of important
background information concerning objective-based instruc-
tional programs and criterion-referenced testing and
measurement. This information, while not essential to
an understanding of later material in the investigation,
does provide a context for the item validation problem.
10
Chapter III was designed to provide a review of the
literature concerning various procedures relating to the
item validation problem.
In Chapter IV, we have provided a comprehensive
comparison of a large number of the item validity techni- '
ques using two sets of criterion-referenced test data and
some computer- simulated data. The fifth and final chapter
provides a summary of the results of the study, a proposed
item validation methodology, and several suggestions for
further research.
CHAPTER II
OBJECTIVES-BASED INSTRUCTION, TESTING,
AND MEASUREMENT
2.1 Introduction
The intention in this chapter is to provide some
background for the study of the problem of item validity.
Specifically, the remainder of the chapter is divided into
three sections: Brief Description of Objectives-Based
Programs, Norm- Referenced Testing and Measurements, and
Criterion-Referenced Testing and Measurements.
2.2 Brief Description of
Objectives-Based Programs
An objectives-based program which includes nearly
all of the basic features of individualized instructional
programs was drawn up by Glaser (1970) and Glaser and
Nitko (1971). The six basic components of their model are
1. The goals of learning are stated in terms of
observable student behavior.
2. When the student begins a particular instructional
program, his/her initial capabilities--those rele-
vant to the forthcoming instruction--are assessed.
3. Educational resources matched to the student's
initial capabilities are presented. The student
11
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selects or is assigned one of these alterna-
tives.
4. The student's performance is monitored and
continuously assessed.
5. Instruction proceeds as a function of the rela-
tionship between measures of student performance,
available instructional resources, and criteria
of competence.
6. As instruction proceeds, data are generated for
monitoring and improving the instructional system.
In summary, the goals of objectives-based programs
developed along the lines of ^ the general model are, among
other things, to enable students to work through the units
of instruction at a pace reasonable for them, to develop
self-direction and self-initiation, to encourage self-
evaluation as well as motivation for learning, and to demon-
strate mastery in a variety of skills.
2.3 Norm-referenced Testing
and Measurements
The procedures commonly used for constructing norm-
referenced tests have been extensively discussed and clearly
defined. One of the most comprehensive statements on the
topic has been presented by Tinkelman (1971) . The following
five points represent the essence of the process of test
construction for norm-referenced tests set forth by Tinkel-
man:
13
1. The purpose and requirements of the tests have
to be established.
2. A blueprint must be developed to establish the
scope of the test--the content domain to be tested.
3. Items which measure all aspects of the content
domain must be written.
4. The items are pre-tested and evaluated to deter-
mine not only their appropriateness with regards
to the content domain but also to their effective-
ness in meeting the stated purposes and requirements
of the test.
5. The test is evaluated to determine its consistency
(reliability) and its accuracy (validity) as a
measurement tool.
The evaluation of a norm-referenced test begins
with an examination of the items of the test. Since norm-
referenced tests are designed primarily to provide infor-
mation which can be used to differentiate amongst examinees,
the individual items are important only in the context of
their contribution to the total test score variance. Con-
sequently as Lord and Novick (1968) have indicated, item
analysis procedures used in the evaluation of items for
norm-referenced tests should employ item parameters that
have "a definite relationship to total test parameters such
as test score, reliability and validity, in order to ensure
that the test has optimal measurement properties." Three
item parameters which satisfy this requirement are the
14
item difficulty index, the item discrimination index and
item validity.
Item difficulty is "the expected relative score
on an item by a population of examinees." It is calcu-
lated as the proportion of examinees responding correctly
to an item. In order to maximize test score variance it
is necessary to choose individual items which make maximum
contributions to it. This is accomplished by selecting
items with difficulty indices around .50. The .50 level
can be shown to maximize item variance. A simplified
interpretation of this point is that if most of the examinees
respond either correctly or incorrectly to an item, item
variance is minimal and accordingly the item will provide
little information which could be used to rank order the
examinees by ability on the trait being measured.
Item discrimination indices provide information
concerning the extent to which items can be used to distin-
guish between high and low ability students. The biserial
correlation or the point biserial correlation is frequently
used to determine the relationship between item score and
total test score.
In selecting items for norm-referenced tests, test
constructors do not choose items with either low or nega-
tive discrimination indices. A low discrimination index
means that there is little or no relationship between the
item and the total test score. Thus, the item will provide
little information which can be used to differentiate
15
between high and low ability students. A negative index
is an indication that the item is being answered correctly
by the low ability students and incorrectly by the high
ability students. Clearly, negatively discriminating test
items will contribute nothing to the overall quality of a
test.
Item validity (as it is defined in classical test
theory and not to be confused with the meaning of item
validity in criterion-referenced testing problems) is the
relationship of each item to some externally defined cri-
terion. Lord and Novick (1968) state that a consistent
estimate of this coefficient. is the sample correlation
between the item scores and the criterion variable.
The three parameters: item difficulty, item dis-
crimination and item validity, are obviously important in
the construction of norm-referenced tests. For example,
once the test constructor knows the item difficulty and
discrimination indices and the item validities, the test
constructor can estimate the mean score and total test
variance without actually administering the test to the
group of interest. Further by choosing items which are
highly correlated with an external criterion it is possibl
to maximize the test's validity. However, as previously
stated, the total test constructs of reliability and valid
ity are ultimately used to evaluate the test.
The construct, test reliability, refers to the
consistency of measurements obtained from the test. Since
16
there are several different ways of viewing consistency
there exist several ways of assessing reliability.
The procedures which are usually employed to obtain
estimates of the coefficient of reliability are the test- •
retest method, internal consistency analysis and the par-
allel forms method. The test-retest estimate of reliability
is obtained by correlating the scores of examinees on the
same test administered on two different occasions. Cronbach
(1970) has labelled the test-retest coefficient, the coef-
ficient of stability, as it provides a measure of the
stability of test scores for a group of examinees across
some period of time. Generally, the test-retest method
will give estimates of reliability that are too high because
the examinees retain information from the first testing
(Kuder and Richardson, 1937). A parallel-form estimate of
reliability is obtained by correlating scores of examinees
on parallel-forms of a test administered on the same test
occasion. All of these estimates of reliability are corre-
lational procedures and are therefore dependent on test
score variance. The internal consistency estimates of
reliability such as the Kuder-Richardson formulas, Cronbach'
s
coefficient alpha and Hoy t ' s (1941) analysis of variance
coefficient provide a measure of the extent to which the
items in the test measure a single ability.
Test validity refers to the extent to which the test
scores serve their intended use (Cronbach, 1971). One
estimate of the coefficient of validity can be obtained by
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computing the correlation between the test and a specified
criterion. From the formula for correlating scores on a
,predicator test with a criterion test (Lord and Novick,
1968, p. 332) one can see that in order to maximize a test's
validity, the test constructor must select items which are
highly correlated with the criterion but are not highly
correlated with each other. Other kinds of validity and
methods of estimation are presented by Cronbach (1971) and
Lord and Novick (1968).
To summarize, in constructing a norm-referenced
test, one relies heavily on item parameters in the process
of selecting items, and ultimately the credibility of in-
formation received from norm-referenced tests depends upon
the validity coefficients being above some minimally accept-
able levels.
2.4 Criterion-referenced Testing
and Measurements
In a paper by Hambleton (1974) , he notes that
Nearly all of the testing and measurement that
takes place in the context of individualized pro-
grams is criterion-referenced. Unfortunately,
this particular branch of testing is not well under-
stood by most practitioners in the field. The
standard procedures for constructing, administering,
analyzing tests, and interpreting scores, in the
context of standard instructional models and
methods are certainly well-known to educators.
With these standard procedures, tests have been
used primarily and most successfully to estimate
each examinee's ability level and to permit com-
parative statements (e.g., ranking) across examinees
However, with [objectives-based programs] the well-
known classical mental test models for test con-
struction and test score interpretation appear to
be less useful.
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Hambleton and Novick (1973) go on to say that
The primary problem in the new instructional
models, such as individually prescribed instruc-
tion, Ls one of determining if tt.
,
the student's
true mastery level, is greater than a specified
standard ttq. Here, tt- is the "true" score for anindividual i in some particular well-specified
content domain. It may represent the proportion
of items in the domain he could answer success-
fully. Since we cannot administer all items in
the domain, we sample some small number to obtain
an estimate of tt^, represented as t\^. The value
of ttq is the somewhat arbitrary threshold score
used to divide individuals into the two categories
described earlier, i.e., Masters and Nonmasters.
The construction of criterion-referenced tests can
be seen as consisting of four steps: the establishment of
a domain of behaviors which are to be measured; the develop-
ment of a procedure for generating items to measure these
behaviors; the development of an item sampling strategy;
and the evaluation of the test.
Step one is simply the identification and categor-
ization of all the behaviors which are to be tested (i.e.
,
a behavioral objective bank). This step is similar to the
process of developing a blueprint for norm-referenced tests.
The second step, the generation of items, can be accomplished
in two ways. The first way, and to date the most commonly
used, is the empirical approach. In this approach, items
are written without regard to prescribed rules or formulas
and are then refined on the basis of information received
from a pre- testing. The second approach to the problem of
item generation employs item formats (for example, see
Hively, et at., 1968). The item format approach relies
on carefully defined rules and specifications to generate
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items operationally from the domain of behaviors being
tested. In section 3 . 2 we will present an extended review
of the literature concerning item generation rules. Next
is step three. Once the items have been written an item
sampling procedure must be carefully formulated to ensure •
that items which are representative of all the categories
of behaviors are included in the test.
Finally, the test has to be evaluated. Among the
things we need to know is the extent to which the items in
the test measure the appropriate objectives. To date,
there is no well-accepted methodology to assist in answer-
ing the question. On the contrary, as we will see later,
many of the suggested procedures for item validation are
quite misleading and in some cases, incorrect.
On this last point it is important to note ini-
tially that a criterion-referenced test may be multi-
dimensional. Hambleton and Novick (1973) note that:
It is apparent that the [criterion-referenced]
test may be multi-dimensional while made up of
unidimenisional subscales. That is, the items
from a criterion-referenced test are organized
in distinct and different subscales of homo-
geneous items measuring common skills.
. . .
Major interest may rest on the reliability and
validity of subscale scores..
Thus, when writers discuss internal consistency, reliability
and validity issues they are referring to subtest scores
unless the test itself is a measure of only one objective.
The use of the procedures of classical test theory to
evaluate criterion-referenced tests has been examined by a
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number of researchers (Popham and Husek, 1969; Livingston,
1972; Ozenne, 1971). Popham and Husek (1969) while noting
that criterion-referenced tests should be internally con-
sistent, state that the use of classical procedures for
obtaining estimates of the reliability with their dependence
on test score variance are probably inappropriate as
criterion-referenced test scores are likely to be quite
homogeneous. They further add that a straightforward
application of these procedures for criterion-referenced
tests may even result in negative estimates for the inter-
nal consistency of a criterion-referenced test (for example,
se Sirotnik, 1970). With regards to test validation,
Popham and Husek (1969) opt for content validity approaches
over correlational procedures for the same reasons.
Livingston (1972) pointed out that norm-referenced
definitions of reliability have the desirable properties
of being interpretable as the proportion of variance which
is caused by variation in the examinees' true scores rather
than errors of measurement; of being estimable from either
a single form or two parallel forms; of being related to
test length; and for being useful in the correction of
correlation coefficients attenuated by errors of measure-
ment. Accordingly, he developed a means of applying
classical test theory to criterion-referenced tests.
Basically, he has just conceptualized the purpose of
criterion-referenced tests as one of determining how far
the examinees deviate from the' specified criterion rather
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than the mean of the test. Thus, in his approach, all
deviations are taken about the cutoff score rather than the
test score mean as is done in norm-referenced test theory.
With this simple modification to the classical test theory
model, Livingston (1972) is able to apply all the theorems
and assumptions of classical test theory to criterion-
referenced tests.
While Livingston's work is appealing because of its
relation to classical test theory, it would appear that it
has limited usefulness because of ways criterion-referenced
tests are being used in practice (see for example, Hambleton,
1974)
.
The information required by teachers in a criterion-
referenced testing situation is not primarily how far above
or below the passing line the examinee is but whether or
not the student has achieved below, at, or above the criter-
ion. Consequently, we do not envision any wide scale use
of Livingston's procedures to evaluate criterion-referenced
tests as the theoretical basis for his work is not in line
with the purposes for much of criterion-referenced testing.
Ozenne (1971) has presented a methodology for
evaluating criterion-referenced tests. He states that in a
criterion-referenced testing situation, the interesting
question is "How effective has the instruction been?". Thus,
for a criterion-referenced test to be of any value it must
be sensitive to instructional effects. Hence, he develops
a response model to take into account the variability due
to Instruction and the interaction of examinees and levels
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of occasions as well as individual differences. (There
are two levels of the occasion factor, pre- test, and
post-test.) The model is given as
where Y^^ is the score of individual j on test occasion k.
TT is the population parameter,
is the effect due to individual differences,
^k effect due to instruction,
(a6)^j^ is the effect of the interaction of examinee and
occasion factors; and
ejj^ is the error of measurement.
The number of occasions is obviously a fixed factor since
there are only two occasions of interest and it is assumed
the examinees are sam.pled randomly from a population (a
random factor)
.
The various components of variance can be
obtained from an analysis of variance table. The analysis
of variance for the above design is shown in Table 2.4.1.
Ozenne then defines the sensitivity of a test (S)
to be the ratio of the variance due to the instructional
effects (the occasions effect) , to the sum of variances
due to instructional effects and errors of measurement.
The work of Livingston (1972) on reliability esti-
mation and Ozenne (1971) on developing a measure of the
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TABLE 2.4.1
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE COMPONENTS FOR THE
EXAMINEE X OCCASION DESIGN
Source df EMS
A (occasions)
B (examinees)
AB (interaction)
a-1
b-1
0^2 + bna^2 ^ ^^^2^
0^2 + ana^2^
(a-1 (b-1) aJ H- naj^
Error (within AB) ab (n-1)
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sensitivity of a criterion-referenced test to detect the
effect of instruction represent one of two approaches to
the problem of developing a methodology for evaluating
criterion-referenced tests. We are of the opinion that
other approaches to this problem are perhaps more appro-
priate. We say this for two reasons. First, they concep-
tualize the problem in the norm-referenced sense of eval-
uating the total effectiveness of a test summing across
items when in fact the crucial question for criterion-
referenced tests is whether or not the individual items
are measures of the behaviors being tested. Second, the
procedures they use, correlation and analysis of variance,
are based on a loss function not appropriate for the measure-
ment problem associated with criterion-referenced tests
(Hambleton and Novick, 1973). We will now expand on this
second point because it is an important one.
The most commonly used loss function in the context
of testing is the squared-error loss function. Here it is
assumed that the loss associated with over or under estima-
tion is equivalent to the square of the error of prediction
(Novick and Jackson, 1973):
loss (e) = e^ = (y - y)^.
Novick and Jackson (1973) state that with the
squared error loss function one should choose a prediction
function which minimizes the average value of the squared
errors of prediction. Further, they point out that standard
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regression and correlational theories are "derived from
this loss function." With the squared error loss func-
tion, one tries to minimize the average loss and accord-
ingly choose y to be equal to the group mean. The average
loss is thus the group variance.
The threshold loss function that has been recom-
mended for use with criterion-referenced tests is based
on the assumption that the important information is whether
or not an individual is above a specified minimal compe-
tency level or cutting score. We quote from Hambleton and
Novick (1973):
Criterion-referenced measurement involves whatCronbach and Gleser (1965) would call a "quota-free selection problem. That is, there is noquota on the number of individuals who can ex-
ceed the cut-off sooves or threshold on a
criterion-referenced test. A cut-off score is
set for each subscale of a criterion-referenced
test to separate examinees into two mutually ex-
clusive groups. One group is made up of examinees
with high enough test scores (^ the cut-off score)
to infer they have mastered the material to a
desired level of proficiency.
. . .At this stage
of the development of a theory of criterion-
referenced measurement, the establishment of
proficiency levels is primarily a value judg-
ment. ...
.
.
.suppose we take some criterion level
ttq, and define a parameter o) such that
CO = 1 if IT
^ ITq
0) = 0 if IT < IT-
Persons having w values of one are those who
have true ability levels equal to or greater than
the criterion level ttq, and those having w values
of zero are those whose ttq values are below ttq.
Now if we obtain an estimate of tt^, then an
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estimate of w could be obtained in the follow-ing way:
CD = l,if TT^
>^ TT^ and
0) = 0,if Tl^ < 1T^.
Defining our error of estimation as (w - u) , thedifference between the estimated and the true
value, it is clear that the error takes on one
of three values, +1, -1, 0, corresponding to
whether we make a false-positive error, a
false-negative error, or a correct classification.
Then, from the above problem we could define the
following function:
i(e) = 0, if e = 0
= a > 0 if e = +1
= b > 0 if e = -1.
That is, if an individual is declared to be above the cri-
terion value and he/she is not, then the loss is a; if
an individual is declared to be below the criterion value,
then the loss is b; and, of course, if a correct statement
about the individual's performance is made, the loss is
zero. It is then possible to develop a method for esti-
mating mastery to minimize the threshold loss function
(Hambleton and Novick, 1973; Hambleton, Swaminathan, Algina,
1976; Millman, 1974; Swaminathan, Hambleton, Algina, 1975).
Moving on to the reliability problem, Hambleton
and Novick (1973) have presented an example of the use of
the decision- theoretic approach to estimate test reliability.
Given two tests which are parallel in the classical sense,
criterion-referenced test reliability could be defined as
the proportion of times that the same classification
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decision is made for examinees on the two tests. Details
of this approach have been expanded on by Swaminathan,
Hambleton, and Algina (1974).
Another approach for the estimation of reliability
for criterion-referenced tests requires that the test
items be ordered in a manner such that when an examinee
responds incorrectly, the examinee will not be able to
respond correctly to any items which follow. An obvious
requirement for such a test would be that the objectives
being taught are also capable of being ordered in some
hierarchical fashion. Jackson (1970) has noted that
scalable tests can only be obtained in a limited number
of situations. Cox and Graham (1966) presented the con-
struct of reproducibility as a means of assessing the
reliability of such tests. The coefficient of repro-
ducibility represents the extent to which a test satisfies
the condition of scalability in the Guttman sense.
Using the decision- theoretic approach one could
define the validity of a criterion-referenced test in the
same way as the reliability except, of course, that a
new test serves as the criterion.
It is important to note that while the concep-
tualization of what the constructs, reliability and validity,
represent is as crucial for criterion-referenced tests as
norm-referenced tests, researchers examining the problem
of assessing reliability and validity for criterion-
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referenced tests must do one of two additional things:
^
1. Show that the items are indeed measures of the
behaviors being measured.
2. Assume that the items are measures of the behaviors
being measured.
To date, no procedure for evaluating whether or not an item
is a measure of an objective has been presented which is
acceptable to most of the researchers interested in the
problem. The present study was designed to provide a more
satisfactory solution to the problem of item validity than
that offered in any work to date.
CHAPTER III
APPROACHES TO ITEM VALIDITY
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, two different approaches to the
problem of establishing item validity will be discussed.
In the first approach, an attempt is made to establish
item validity by using specific item writing guidelines.
That is, a direct relationship between the items and their
matched objectives is established by requiring test con-
structors to conform to rigorous guidelines when writing
items. In the second approach, an attempt is made to
ascertain whether or not a set of items has item validity
through the use of information collected after the items
have been constructed. Under the second approach, two
types of information are possible: data from content
specialists and data collected from a pilot testing of the
items
.
3.2 Item Writing Procedures
While a number of formal item writing procedures
have been discussed in the literature, in this section
only two of the more prominent ones, item forms analysis
and linguistic based schemes, will be discussed. In
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addition, the recent contribution to item development,
the use of amplified objectives (Popham, 1974). will be
discussed in some detail.
:on-
In developing a set of test items, the test c(
structor is rarely interested only in the specific infor-
mation obtained from the student's performance on the test
being constructed. Usually, the purpose of collecting
information on the student's performance is to obtain
estimates of the student's level of competency on the items
comprising the whole content domain defined by the objec-
tives covered by the test.
The approach to test construction, which views a
single test as being composed of items sampled from "a
large, well defined domain of items" has been set forth
in the Cronbach, et al
. (1963) Generalizability Theory.
In this approach, "parallel test forms are obtained by re-
peated sampling according to a given plan, and analysis
of variance techniques are used to obtain estimates of
components of variance due to sampling error and other
facets which may effect the reliability of the score ob-
tained from a particular test, under particular field
conditions" (Hively, Patterson, and Page, 1968). The
critical assumption underlying generalizability theory,
that the items are randomly sampled from a universe of
items from the whole content domain, has been used as the
structural basis for item generation procedures.
.eve-
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3.2.1 Item Forms Analysis
Osburn (1968) noting that while "few measurement
specialists would quarrel with the premise that the funda-
mental objective of achievement testing is generalization.'
in fact "current procedures for the construction of achi,
ment tests do not provide an unambiguous basis for generali-
zation is due to the fact that current test construction
practices do not state in operational terms "the method of
generating items and criteria for inclusion of the items
in the test" (Osburn. 1968). Norm-referenced test con-
struction procedures obfuscate this weakness through the
use of the concept of a latent variable--"an underlying
continuum which represents a hypothetical dimension of
knowledge or skill" (Osburn. 1968). That is. norm-referenced
tests have only an illusion of generalization which is
created by having a group of test items labelled as the
latent variable and assigned a content specific name such
as mathematics (Osburn. 1968). Osburn goes on to add:
Statistical analysis of test data is, of course,
very useful. But no amount of item analysis or
factor analysis can provide a firm basis for
generalization to a universe of content. The
basis of generalization must be contained in the
operational definition of the procedures used in
generating a sampling of items that go to make
up the test.
Osburn 's (1968) approach to the problem of ensuring
generalization is through the concept of a universe-defined
test. The universe-defined test is "a test constructed and
administered in a way that an examinee's score on the test
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provides an unbiased estimate of his score on some expli-
citly defined universe of item content" (Osburn. 1968).
Osburn's (1968) universe-defined test has two requirements
which are given as follows:
1. All the items which could be written from the
content domain to be tested must be written in
advance of the final item selection process.
2. A random or stratified random sampling procedure
must be used in the item selection process.
One way to achieve these two requirements is through
the process of item forms analysis (Hively, 1962). An item
form is actually a process having the following character-
istics :
1. It generates items with a fixed syntactical
structure
.
2. It contains one or more variable elements.
3. It defines a class of item sentences by specifying
the replacement sets for the variable elements.
Essentially, the development of a universe-defined
test then consists of decomposing the content domain into
a hierarchical arrangement of item forms and then generat-
ing the test items according to a specified sampling pro-
cedure. One of the obvious advantages of such a system
is that the workload which would be required in writing
the large number of items needed to satisfy the conditions
for generalizability would be reduced. Further, the ques-
tion of test validity is automatically answered in a
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universe-defined test as what the test is measuring is
implicitly established by the item generation rules.
Hively, et al
.
(1968), present what they defined
as the first nontrivial application of Osburn's universe-
defined testing procedure in developing a test to analyze •
performance in a mathematics program. In trying to use
classes of item forms as a means for diagnosing learning
difficulties and/or predicting responses, the authors met
with only moderate success. However, their study is im-
portant in that it demonstrated that it was possible to
develop and use item generation rules to construct a test.
Their study also underscored one of the major weaknesses
of item generation procedures--the procedures are more
easily employed with highly structured subject matter areas
such as mathematics.
While Hively, et al (1968), used Osburn's theo-
retical formulations, they did not use a computer to
generate items from the item forms. Fremer and Anastasio
(1969) were able to use a computer to generate spelling
items from specified item formats.
Ferguson and Hsu (1971) also used a computer-based
system for generating items. While they employed item
forms as a basis for their item generation process instead
of using single item forms, they developed a procedure which
operates on clusters of item forms which were established
by uniting item forms which share a similar content. Since
their work was intended as a theoretical exposition of test
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construction procedures, they did not provide any data in
support of their approach.
The most extensive incorporation of item forms
analysis into a testing procedure, domain-referenced achieve-
ment testing, has been presented by Hively, Maxwell, Rabehl.
Sension, and Lundin (1973) in their work Domain-Ref&renced
Curriculum Evaluation: A Teahniaal Handbook and a Case
Study from the Minnmast Project. A comprehensive discussion
of this important work will serve to delineate the use of
item generation procedures to ensure item, validity.
As previously mentioned, in a criterion-referenced
testing situation, the fundamental purpose is to ascertain
whether or not the examinee has attained specified instruc-
tional objectives. Hively, et al. (1973), feel that a
gap exists between the instructional objectives and the
tests which purport to measure them. They note that the
most common approach to ensure that the items are measures
of objectives has been to construct prototypical test items
that are keyed to more generally stated descriptions of
the desired behavior (Hively, et al
. ,
1973; Hively, 1974).
An inherent deficiency in this approach is that there is
no way to ensure that the test items completely defined
the spectrum of desired behaviors. In the previously dis-
cussed paper of Hively, et al . (1968), the authors attempted
to rectify this deficiency by specifying "all the behaviors
which comprise specific pieces of knowledge." While this
approach would appear to solve the problems of operational
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definition and of generalizability it soon became apparent
that it was impossible "to exhaustively define universes
of criterion behavior" (Hively, et at., 1973).
The next model proposed by Hively and his associate
defined the sets of test items not as universes of items
but as the "nuclei of hypothetical repertoires of behavior.
These nuclei are called "domains" (Hively, et at., 1973).
The following paragraph taken intact from their paper clear
develops the idea of a domain-referenced testing model:
The basic notion underlying domain-referenced
achievement testing is that certain important
classes of behavior in the repertoires of experts
(or amateurs) can be exhaustively defined in
terms of structured sets or domains of text
items. Testing systems may be referenoed to
these domains in the sense that a testing system
consists of rules for sampling items from a do-
main and administering them to an individual
(or sample of individuals from a specified pop-
ulation) in order to obtain estimates of the
probability that the individual (or group of
individuals) could answer any given item from
the domain at a specified moment in time.
Domains of test items are structured and
built up through the specification of stimulus
and response properties which are thought to
be important in shaping the behavior of in-
dividuals who are in the process of learning
to be experts. These properties may be thought
of as stratifying large domains into smaller
domains or subsets.
Precise definition of a domain and its sub-
sets makes statistical estimation possible.
This provides the foundation for precise diag-
nosis of the performance of individuals over the
domain and its subsets. In addition, clear
specification of the properties used to struc-
ture the domain makes possible inductive gener-
alization beyond the domain to situations which
share those properties. That is, once we have
diagnosed a student with respect to a defined
domain we may be able to predict his behavior
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(in a non-statistical, inductive fashion) in
natural situations which have some propertiesm common with the test items within the do-
main
.
Hively, et at. (1973), go on to list the following
strategies for developing domains of test items:
1. Start with a list of prototype items taken from
the instructional material and then alter these
items to produce sets of equivalent items measur-
ing the objectives supposedly measured by the
prototype items. Then have content experts review
the items so as to end up with a pool of items
which purport to measure the instructional objec-
tives.
2. State the instructional objectives and have the
item writers develop items which supposedly measure
the instructional objectives.
3. Develop hypotheses about sequences and hierarchies
of instruction through a careful examination of
the basic goals of the instructional unit. Then
construct items in accordance with these sequences
and hierarchies.
A crucial aspect of domain-referenced testing is the
construct of "item form" first discussed by Hively (1962)
and by Osburn (1968) as an integral part of universe-defined
testing. Hively, et at. (1973), give two reasons for the
use of item forms:
1. To obviate the necessity to store individual items
by substituting a set of written rules through
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which items can be generated when needed, and
2. To enable the relationships among items to be
traced by giving clear specification of relevant
item characteristics.
Thus, an item form is composed of two parts. The
first part details how to generate the items while the
second part depicts the item characteristics. See Hively,
et al. (1973) for a detailed description of an item form.
In order to clarify domain-referenced testing, we
have prepared a brief overview of this testing model.
The first step consists of making the properties of the
behavioral outcomes explicit and then developing the edu-
cational objectives. Second, one of a number of strate-
gies for writing test items which have been developed (see
Rabehl, 1971) is employed to construct the domains of test
items. Third, item transformation rules such as those
developed by Bormuth (1970) are applied to generate new
items by altering the item characteristics. That is, once
the item forms have been developed for an instructional
unit, one can construct any number of test items by apply-
ing the item transformation rules. Such a procedure en-
sures a direct relationship between the test items and the
instructional objectives as well as satisfying the require-
ment of random sampling needed for generalization beyond
the subset of items in the test (Bormuth, 1970).
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3.2.2 Linguistic-based Schemes
Bormuth (1970) has presented another category of
item generation procedures which can be classified as a
linguistic based scheme (Millman. 1974). Relying heavily
on the logic and terminology of linguistic theory, Bormuth.
has set forth an operational approach to item generation.
The basic concept underlying this linguistic-scheme for
generating items is the process of transformation. This
process is a method by which information from the content
domain is changed into test items. Bormuth (1970) defines
four types of transformations which can be used to generate
items: sentence verification types; wh- transformations
(whoj what:, when, where); semantic substitutes, and para-
phrases. The example below shows that one transformation,
the semantic substitute, forms items by replacing words
in the base sentence with synonyms and then using an inter-
rogative word such as who or what to complete the question.
Base Sentence Derived Item
The car was green. What color was the vehicle?
Bormuth states that the objective of such a formal
theory for item generation is to "define item populations
for the purpose of demonstrating the logical relevance of
items to instruction and of providing operationally mean-
ingful referents for the basic concepts used in testing,
the classes of test items." That is, such an approach en-
sures a direct relationship be.tween items and objectives.
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3.2.3 Summary of Formal Item
Generation Procedures
While the use of item generation procedures ap-
pears to be an effective way to establish a direct rela-
tionship between the items and their matched objectives
during the initial stages of test construction, a few notes
of caution are in order. First, applications of these pro-
cedures have been limited to content areas which are
sequential and hierarchical in nature such as mathematics.
Second, applications which have been reported have been
conducted either in experimental situations or well- funded
projects. Therefore, before these test construction pro-
cedures can be advocated for 'large scale implementation,
the extent to which they can be used for all cognitive
domains, with higher order objectives, and in practical
settings such as with classroom teachers, will have to
be ascertained,
3.2.4 Amplified Objectives
Popham (1974)
,
questioning the practical feasibility
of the sustained use of sophisticated item generation pro-
cedures but also recognizing the importance of establishing
a direct relationship between the items and their matched
objectives presented an excellent alternative approach.
The alternative approach has been labeled "the use of
amplified objectives." An amplified objective is "an ex-
panded objective which contains sufficient details regarding
the nature of the measurement procedure to help the item
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writer produce homogeneous items" (Popham, 1974). Homo-
geneous items in this sense are items which measure the
same variable (objective) (Davis and Diamond. 1974).
An amplified objective has two major elements:
a delimitation of the stimuli which can constitute the
test items, and a description of the learner response op-
tions. The first element is concerned with clearly de-
fining the information which can be used by the item
writer to construct items. The amount of information
provided should be a compromise between "sufficient de-
tail for complete homogeneity of resulting items" and
"economy of resource investment" (Popham, 1974). The
second elem.ent describes the required response mode and
format of the items. There are two basic response modes:
selection amongst alternatives and construction of an
answer. If the response mode is selection then the ampli-
fied objective should include information about the dis-
tractors which will be used. If the construction mode is
used then information regarding the criterion which will
be used to judge the response must be provided. The follow-
ing is an example of an amplified objective:
When a student is given the atomic number and
weight of an element, the student will be able to
select the correct Bohr atom diagram from amongst
four alternative diagrams. The elements and dis-
tractors used must be metals.
In this example, the stimulus element defines the
information provided the examinee and the task required.
The response mode given is selection. Further, the
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distractors are defined to be Bohr diagrams of metals.
Test constructors using this amplified objective should be
able to produce a homogeneous set of items.
As with item generation procedures, the underlying
purpose for the use of amplified objectives is the pro-
duction of a set of items which can be interpreted as
random subsets of items from the content domain being
tested. That is, theoretically, correct responses to this
subset are an indication that the examinee has mastered
the content domain and would be able to respond correctly
to any items measuring the same objectives. Besides avoid-
ing the problems inherent in the use of sophisticated item
generation rules, the use of amplified objectives has the
advantage of including information on the response mode.
While there have been no data presented to date which
supports the efficacy of this approach to item construc-
tion, it appears to be a reasonable compromise between the
use of item generation rules and traditional item writing
approaches.
3.. 3 The Use of Empirical Methods
to Assess Item Validity
Of the three procedures for assessing item validity
which are presented in this study, the use of empirical
methods is the one which has to be used with the most cau-
tion. Four statements are offered in support of this posi-
tion. First, these methods are based on the performance
of a specific group of examinees which limits the
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generalizability of the results. Second, it is difficult
to determine the impact of instruction on the item statis-
tics. Third, these methods require sophisticated statis-
tical techniques which are beyond the scope of most
practitioners. Fourth, many of these procedures require "
pre-test and post-test data on the same test items. Such
data is not usually collected by practitioners.
However, not withstanding these problems, the use
of empirical methods to assess item validity is not only
now the most frequently used of the three procedures dis-
cussed in this study will also probably continue to be so.
This is due to the fact that the data for at least some
of the procedures are collected as a natural part of the
instructional process. Whereas, the use of item generation
procedures and the judgments of content specialists re-
quires additional work. Further, there will be many times
in which the only course of action available will be the
use of empirical data. Therefore, it is important to
understand the strengths and limitations of the empirical
approach to item validation for criterion-referenced tests.
The empirical approach for item validation developed
in this chapter consists of requiring that items meet three
conditions. These conditions are given as follows:
1. That the items be able to provide information which
allows the test administrator to differentiate be-
tween those examinees who have received instruction
and those examinees who have not received instruction.
^3
2. That the items which measure the same objective
have similar statistical indices.
3. That an item not be a measure of more than one
objective.
While the checking of these conditions for each test
item may result in some overlapping information, each
condition has some unique aspects which would seem to be
necessary to incorporate into a methodology for item vali-
dation. Further elaboration of this point will be presented
in the next few sections.
3.3.1 Condition One
Dahl (1971) presented a comprehensive discussion of
the problem of item validation for criterion-referenced
tests. Since in objectives-based (criterion-referenced)
testing situations, achievement on test items is equated to
mastery of specific instructional objectives, Dahl notes
that the ascertainment of a relationship between an item
and the objective of which it is purported to be a measure,
"is. the most important consideration in the construction and
use of such tests." Dalh refers to this relationship between
items and objectives which they measure as item-objective
congruence or simply congruence. Congruence is the "cor-
respondence between an objective and items which are written
to measure performance on the objective" (Dahl, 1971).
According to Dahl (1971) there are two ways in which
one can determine whether or not an item is a measure of an
objective: the use of the judgments of content specialists;
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and the comparison of data from groups receiving and groups
not receiving instruction. The rationale for the use of
comparison data from instructional and non- instructional
groups is that the performance differential will provide
a measure of congruence. Although the use of such data
is not without problems such as having to determine the
impact of instructional effects, Dahl (1971) feels that
this type of data is essential in the determination of item-
objective congruence. While we agree with Dahl as to the
importance of instructional/nonins tructional comparison
data, we do not feel that such data provides sufficient
information for assessing item validity.
There are a number of indices which appear to pro-
vide information which can be used to distinguish the
examinees who have received instruction and those who
have not. However, it will be important to choose those
indices which are relevant for criterion-referenced tests.
This poses a problem since there is an extensive litera-
ture on this topic and no closure has been reached as to
which indices are most appropriate for use in evaluating
criterion-referenced test items. Several indices appear
relevant for the assessment of whether or not Condition
One has been met and therefore they will be examined next.
The first index, referred to as a discrimination
index, is the difference between the proportions of cor-
rect responses (or referred to as item difficulty indices)
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from the pre- test and post- test results. A number of re-
searchers have examined this index (Cox and Vargas, 1966;
Hambleton and Gorth, 1971; and Rahmelow, Matthews and
Jung, 1970).
Cox and Vargas (1966) in one of the early studies
concerned with the analysis of criterion-referenced test
items, computed two discrimination indices in order to
determine whether they yielded similar evaluative infor-
mation. One of the indices was the difference in the item
difficulty indices for the pre-test and post-test data.
The other discrimination index was the common D statistic
(Englehart, 1965) on the post-test data. Their results
showed that the use of the D statistic would have resulted
in the elimination of items which would have been desir-
able for criterion-referenced tests. In a later paper,
Cox (1970) noted, "The pre-test and post-test method of
item analysis produced results sufficiently different from
traditional methods to warrant its consideration in those
cases where score variability is not the concern, such as
in criterion-referenced measures."
Rahmelow, Matthews and Jung (1970) examined the
effectiveness of item analysis procedures for criterion-
referenced test items to ascertain which procedures could
be used to evaluate student performance and to provide
information which could be used to improve the instructional
units. They computed item difficulty indices and point
biserial correlations and conducted an analysis of the
-^6
change in correct responses from the noninstructional to
the instructional situation. They concluded that the item
difficulty index is "best for telling something about the
mastery level of items but is not relevant when consider-
ing whether or not the instructional unit itself was use-
ful." They advocated the noninstruction to post-instruction
gain as a useful index for evaluating instruction (Rah-
melow, et at
. ,
1970)
.
Hambleton and Gorth (1971) replicated and extended
the Cox and Vargas study. In their study, the items were
administered to the examinees on three separate occasions:
a pre-test; immediate post-instructional test; and delayed
(one month) post-instructional test. Three item statistics
were computed from the data:
1- '^g biserial correlation for item g on the
post-test;
2. Pgp~~ the difference between the proportion of
individuals who correctly answered item g
on the pre-test and post-test;
3- Pgd "~ the difference between the proportion of in-
dividuals who correctly answered item g on
the pre-test and delayed post-test. Again,
the results showed that the choice of item
statistics significantly affected the final
choice of test items. The authors concluded
that their results "emphasize the importance
of choosing the appropriate item statistics
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to select items for criterion-referenced
tests."
Saupe (1966) presented an item selection technique
derived from the measurement of change situation which
also may be useful for checking condition one. He felt
that items selected using this technique "would prove
optimal in the measurement of change involving two admin-
istrations of the same test."
It is important to note that the information ob-
tained from the application of the indices discussed in
this section is not sufficient to establish the validity
of the test item. Such information may even provide mis-
leading data as these indices are susceptible to poor
instruction. However, these indices do provide important
clues which when used with the information obtained from
the other conditions may enable the test constructor to
make a decision regarding the validity of the test items.
3.3.2 Condition Two
In most test construction situations, multiple
items are written to measure each available objective.
The second condition is concerned with the calculation,
examination, and comparison of the statistical character-
istics of items measuring the same objectives to determine
whether or not the items intended to measure the same ob-
jectives have similar statistical characteristics. The
rationale behind Condition Two was first set forth by
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Brennan and Stolurow (1971). Their position is that items
which measure the same objectives should be equivalent--
the items should have equal means, variances and inter-
correlations. If these terms are satisfied, then the items"
are said to be corresponding. We share the opinion of
Brennan and Stolurow that the concept of corresponding items
is crucial for criterion-referenced tests. In this section
a number of item characteristics considered relevant for
criterion-referenced test items will be examined.
Since Brennan and Stolurow (1971) first set forth
the concept of corresponding items , a detailed discussion
of their approach is in order. The depict corresponding
items as being analogous to the total test concept of
parallelism. That is, if k tests are given to N students
and the k means, k variances and the k(k-l)/2 intercorre-
lations are equal then the tests are parallel. The
Brennan and Stolurow approach replaces the k tests with k
items. Thus, a comparison of items consists of administer-
ing k items to N students to determine whether the k items
have the same means, variances and whether the k(k-l)/2
interitem correlations are equal.
Since one of the major purposes of criterion-
referenced tests is to provide information for making
instructional decisions, the concept of corresponding items
should be applied to items measuring the same objectives
and which have been administered to the same group of ex-
aminees after instruction. While it would be possible to
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compare items administered to different groups receiving
the same instruction, the assessment problem would be more
complex as the group and instructional effects would have
to be taken into consideration.
In order to test the equality of the item means,
Brennan and Stolurow (1971) have suggested the use of
Cochran's Q-test (Cochran, 1950). This procedure is a test
of hypothesis of equal correlated proportions and can there-
fore be used to determine whether two or more difficulty
indices of dichotomously scored items differ significantly
amongst themselves (Siegel, 1956).
When the number of examinees is sufficiently large,
Q is approximately distributed as a Chi-Square variable
with k-1 degrees of freedom where k is the number of test
items. To reject the null hypothesis, however, provides
no guidance as to which items are significantly different.
This must be accomplished by setting up confidence bands
for each pair of items.
The idea of the equality of interitem correlations
of the items is also extremely important in determining
whether or not items are corresponding in the Brennan and
Stolurow sense. One technique which can be used in making
this determination has been set forth by Hotelling (1940)
.
This technique is used to test for the equality of pairs
of product moment correlation coefficients. While one
assumption underlying the use of Hotelling 's technique
is the normality of the item scores, this technique can
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be used generally if the researcher is willing to assume
that a departure from normality will not significantly
reduce the power of the test. If this assumption is not
tenable, researchers will have to make subjective judg-
ments as to the equality of these interitem correlation
coefficients
.
The concept of item correspondence can be expanded
to include procedures which help to identify faulty items.
Specifically, the KI coefficient (Sabers and Kania, 1972)
and Popham's (1971) use of a fourfold table from the re-
sults of a pre-test and post-test on a set of items mea-
suring the same objective. Sabers and Kania (1972) noting
the inadequacies of norm-referenced item reliability or
validity indices for cirterion-referenced test items, have
introduced a new item index, the KI coefficient that is
used to compare test items. Using Cronbach's (1971) sug-
gestion for determining the validity of a test plan.
Sabers and Kania attempted to quantify the agreement be-
tween parallel criterion-referenced tests in the form of
the KI coefficient. First, they eliminated the very high
(90% and over) and the very low 407o and under) scoring
students reasoning that the elimination of such students
would set more stringent standards for determining item
precision. For each item, they developed a 2 x 2 contin-
gency table based on pass-fail decisions:
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Item j , Form 2
Pass Fail
Pass
Item i. Form 1
Fail
A B
C D
where A =
B =
C =
D =
Students who passed the corresponding items onboth forms,
Students who passed the corresponding items on
Form 1 and failed the items on Form 2,
Students who failed the corresponding items on
Form 1 and passed the items on Form 2,
Failure on the corresponding items on both forms
The author notes that while it would appear that the phi
coefficient could be used to measure association, the use
of that index would be disadvantageous because the diffi-
culty level of the item affects the value of the phi coef-
ficients and the phi coefficient does not enable the test
user to determine which test has the poor item. With the
Sabers and Kania technique, one can identify the faulty
items by comparing the B and C cells. In making this
comparison one calculates the index of precision for each
item in each form. Form 1, item i precision is given as:
Di = 1 -B/N
For Form 2, precision of item j is given as:
Dj = 1 -C/N
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These two values are then used to compute the
coefficient of item equivalence, the KI coefficient:
KI = .5 (Di + Dj) (l-|Di - Dj I).
The range of KI is from zero to one. The higher the value
of KI, "The greater the degree of agreement between the
decisions made by the two forms" (Sabers and Kania, 1972).
Since the phi coefficient is not capable of discerning
this degree of agreement between two forms, it cannot be
used to determine which items need to be replaced or re-
fined, whereas the KI coefficient can be so used.
Sabers and Kania added that the average (arith-
metic mean) of all the KI indices for a subtest can be
considered as a measure of the precision of the subtest.
If we carry this a step further and define a subtest as
consisting only of items measuring one objective we will
have a means of determining how well these items reflect
performance on the objective. The KI coefficient corre-
lated very highly with a version of Findley's (1956) net
discrimination index extended by Whitney and Sabers (1971)
to handle the situation of multiscore items with two or
more criterion groups. Consequently, Sabers and Kania
concluded that additional studies will be required to
determine the conditions under which these notions of
item precision will be useful. The Saber and Kania item
precision index appears quite promising.
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3.3.3 Condition Three
The third condition of the empirical approach for
assessing item validity is concerned with determining
whether or not items are measures of only one objective.
Davis and Diamond (1974) clearly defined the importance
of this condition when they noted:
Unless all of the items in a test measure
exactly the same variable or variables for whichtrue scores are highly correlated (say, .90 orgreater)
,
it is inappropriate to use the testfor diagnostic purposes; that is, to determine
an examinee's level of performance on a single
pure" variable. This is because of the fact
that two different examinees may obtain identi-
cal scores by marking correctly the same number
of different items.
. ,
The implication for the preparation of
homogeneous items for a multi-item diagnostic
test is that each item must measure only one
•pure" variable plus error or the same weighted
combination of two or more "pure" variables,
plus error. In either of these cases, the
item scores would be found to measure, at a
preselected level of significance, the same
dimension except for errors of measurement and
for differences of origin and of units of
measurement ....
As indicated by Davis and Diamond (1974) , Kriewell
(1972) has also expressed the same idea in his statement:
The item-sampling model described here as
the paradigm for CRT construction is one of the
simplest models. It places no conditions on the
items except, to preserve score meaning, all
items must share at minimum the objective attri-
butes which serve to characterize a learning
objective.
. .
While statements such as these can be found in the
literature, this condition hs been the least explored of
the three; hence there is little information available to
compare the relative merits of different procedures. Two
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techniques that in theory offer the potential of provid-
ing useful information to address Condition Three are:
Guttman's Scalogram Analysis (Guttman, 1950) and Factor
Analysis (Lawley and Maxwell, 1971).
Guttman's Scalogram Analysis
In attempting to solve the problem of analyzing
questionnaire data, Guttman (1950) developed a scaling pro-
cedure in order to ascertain whether or not a single fac-
tor or dimension underlies the responses to a set of test
items. Basically Guttman's procedure, scalogram analysis,
focuses on the ranking of individuals formed by an examin-
ation of their response patterns. The following example
will help to clarify this statement. If there are n
dichotomous items, there are 2^ possible response patterns.
Thus, with three dichotomous items, there are eight pos-
sible binary response patterns. For the three dichotomous
items to form a scale, there can only be four observable
response patterns {i.e., Ill, 110, 100, 000).
As Torgerson (1958) has pointed out, in the Guttman
scale the notion of reproducibility is crucial. That is,
given a perfect scale one can reproduce the responses of
the examinees from knowledge of his/her rank position alone,
Therefore, an error is construed as "a response by a sub-
ject which would have been predicted wrongly on the basis
of his assigned rank position" (Guttman, 1950). The amount
of deviation from a perfect scale is measured by a "coef-
ficient of reproducibility" which is given as:
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Reproducibility = "^otal Number of Errors
Total Number of Responses
The total number of errors is determined by calcu-
lating the number of deviations for each examinee's re-
sponse pattern from the ideal response pattern determined
by the individual's test score.
This procedure appears to be relevant for the
analysis of criterion-referenced test data as such data
is usually collected from instructional programs which have
hypothesized ordering of objectives. Scalogram analysis
can be used to validate the existence of any hierarchical
structure for the instructional objectives. In fact, Boozer
and Lindvall (1971) used multiple scalogram analysis, a
procedure developed by Lingoes (1963) to analyze "the
response pattern of a set of dichotomous variables for
the purpose of searching out optional scalable subsets
within larger sets of data" (Boozer and Lindvall, 1971).
Basically, multiple scalogram analysis can be used to
locate groups of variables which form a scale when a
single scale cannot be obtained from the total set of
variables. Boozer and Lindvall (1971) point out that if
the hypothesized ordering is not verified by the scalogram
analysis either one of the following conclusions can be
drawn
:
1. The hypothesized scale is erroneous;
2. The items are not measures of the objectives they
are purported to be.
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Boozer and Lindvall concluded that their results
"demonstrated the usefulness of both simplex and scalogram
analysis for the purpose of assessing hypothesized hier-
archical relationships among specified behavioral objec-
tives as well as curriculum units. To use Guttman's
scalogram analysis as a technique in an item validation
methodology, one would need to know the hierarchical
structure of a set of objectives. The fit of the respon-
ses to individual items to the perfect scale model could
be used as a means of examining Condition Three.
Factor Analysis
While factor analysis is a commonly employed pro-
cedure for the dimensional analysis of test data, it has
rarely been used in the area of criterion-referenced test
construction. Nevertheless, it seems that the methods of
factor analysis can be very effectively brought to bear
on the problem of determining whether or not the item in
a criterion-referenced test measure the objectives set
forth. (Excellent references to factor analysis include
Harman, 1967; Lawley and Maxwell, 1971; and Mulaik, 1972.)
Factor analysis is a statistical procedure devel-
oped primarily as a means of representing a group of
variables Yi, • • • • . y_, in terms of fewer underlying
factors or hypothetical constructs, x-j^
,
X2
,
x^
(k<p)
.
The most well known and mathematically tractable
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model for factor analysis is the linear model in which
^i " ^il^l ^2^2 + •...+ Xii^x^ + e^
k
= j=l X..X. + e., i = 1, 2. . . p.
Here X.^ is the "loading" of the ith variables on the jth
factor and e^^ is the random error component or the unique
score. In matrix notation the factor model is more con-
veniently wirtten as
where
and
X is the (pxl) vector of observed variables,
X is the (kxl) vector of factors,
A is the (pxk) matrix of factor loadings, also
known as the factor pattern,
e is the (pxl) vector of unique scores, or error
Without loss of generality, we may assume that
E(x) = E (e) = 0,
and
E (x) = 0,
where E(-) is the usual expectation operator. Further, we
assume that the factors are correlated with the correlation
matrix * and that the unique scores are uncorrelated with
each other, i. 3.
,
E(x x') = $
and
E(e e') = H' , a diagonal matrix.
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Since x and e are unknown quantities, it is not
possible to estimate the matrix of factor loadings A
from the factor model. In order to estimate the number
of factors and the factor loadings, it is necessary to
reformulate the model in terms of the variances and the
covariances of the variables
. 72 » • • • . Yp • If 2 is
the (pxp) population variance-covariance matrix of the
vector variable y_, it can be shown that the corresponding
structural model is
Z = A $ A' + I*;
and under certain conditions, the elements of A , $ and ¥
can be estimated and the number of factors determined.
The factor model and the factor analytic procedure
outlined above have been extensively used in exploratory
studies where the number of underlying dimensions or factors
are not known. An entirely different situation prevails
in the realm of criterion-referenced tests, however. In
the context of criterion-referenced tests, the variables
y]_, 72* • • • ' P items in the test and the
factors x-j^, X2 , . . • » the k objectives, which,
unlike the situation in exploratory factor analysis, are
usually known. The basic problem in criterion-referenced
tests which is to ascertain whether or not the items are
measuring the objectives, becomes, in the language of
factor analysis, the problem of determining whether or
not the factor pattern matrix has a prescribed form. As
an example, suppose that there are nine items and three
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objectives. Suppose further that items 1. 2 and 3 mea-
sure objective I. items 4 and 5 measure objective II and
that the remaining items measure objective III. If this
were true, then the factor pattern matrix, Ao, would have
the form shown below:
Hi 0 0
0 0
^31 0 0
0
^42 0
0 X52 0
0 0
^63
0 0
^73
0 0
^83
0 0
^93
Thus, the problem in criterion-referenced test con-
struction is not merely to estimate the number of factors
and the factor loadings, but to establish that the factor
pattern has the structure shown above, or equivalently
,
exhibits simple structure.
Several procedures are currently available to test
hypotheses regarding the structure of the factor pattern.
A procedure that has been frequently used is to (i) esti-
mate the factor pattern by any one method of factor extrac-
tion, (ii) rotate or transform the factor pattern to resemble
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as closely as possible the target factor matrix Ao. (iii)
compute any one of the acceptable indices of factor sim-
ilarity (Harman. 1967, p. 268-272; Mulaik, 1972, p. 354-
356), (iv) decide whether or not the fit is sufficiently
good by examining the index of similarity. Though the
above procedure is extremely simple to implement, it has
several drawbacks. There are several measures of factor-
ial similarity, none of them completely acceptable.
Furthermore, no statistical tests are available for test-
ing these indices.
In view of the above limitations, the maximum
likelihood procedure for estimating the parameters is
particularly interesting, since the maximum likelihood
estimates have, at least asjonptotically
, the desirable
properties of estimators. Furthermore, likelihood ratio
tests can be construed to test the various hypotheses of
interest.
The maximum likelihood estimates of A, $, and 4*
are those values of the parameters that minimize the fol-
lowing variant of the likelihood function
L = log |z| + tr (SE~^)
where S is the sample estimate of E. Joreskog (1967, 1969)
has outlined procedures for the minimization of the like-
lihood function and has made available the necessary com-
puter software. Once the parameters are estimated, it is
possible to test the hypothesis
Hq : a = Ao
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against
H]^ : A ^ AO
where o is the prescribed or the target matrix. If L is
the minimum value of
L = log
I
z
I
+ tr (Sz"-'-)
when the alternate hypothesis is true, and is the value
of the same function when the null hypothesis is true, then
it can be shown that the quantity
= (Lo - L)
has, in large samples, the distribution with n(k-l)
degrees of freedom, where k is the number of objectives
and n is the number of items. If > /i -. n then
:n(k-l) '
the hypothesis that the factor pattern has the prescribed
structure can be rejected and vice versa. Thus, it is
possible to establish by accepting or rejecting the hypo-
thesis whether or not the items measure the objectives.
3.3.4 Summary of the Empirical
Approach to Assessing
Item Validity
The empirical approach to item validation described
in the last sections require what may appear to be stringent
conditions. However, it should be pointed out that while
each of the conditions deals with an important aspect of
the item-objective relationship, none of them in and of
themselves can provide sufficient information for the assesS'
ment of item validity. This follows because while items
may satisfy all three conditions it still cannot be stated
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definitively that the items measure the intended objec-
tives. What can be said is that if an item fails to meet
one of the conditions, it cannot be a valid measure of
the objective. Thus, the three conditions can be used to
detect "bad" items. The three conditions serve as neces- '
sary but not sufficient criteria for establishing item
validity.
3.4 The Use of Judgments of
Content Specialists to
Assess Item Validity
Given the limitations of item generation rules and
empirical methods for assessing item validity, the use of
the judgments of content specialists assumes a degree of
particular importance at this stage of development of a
methodology for item validation. Therefore, this section
will consist not only of an examination of this procedure
as a means for assessing item validity but also attempt to
begin the development of a methodology for the collection
and reduction of this judgmental data.
The first step in the development of a methodology
for the use of the judgments of content specialists to
assess item validity is the identification of the important
issues. Some of the important issues presented in question
form are
:
1. Can the content specialists make meaningful (valid)
judgments about the relevance of items to instruc-
tional content? This question corresponds to
instrumental validity.
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2. Is there a consistency of agreement amongst the
content specialists? This question corresponds
to instrumental reliability.
3. What information is one seeking to obtain from the •
judgmental data?
4. What are the variables which effect the judgmental
techniques ?
5. What techniques can be used for collecting this data?
The first question concerning the ability of content
specialists to make meaningful judgments was examined by
Ryan (1968). He requested four judgments for each item.
These judgments were:
1. How good or poor is the item for determining know-
ledge and understanding of the instructional con-
tent presented in each of your classes?
Very poor Poor Fair Good Very Good
2. What proportions of pupils in each class will
answer the item correctly?
0 .20 .40 .60 .80 1.00
3. How much better will the most proficient third of
the pupils in each class do on the item compared
to the least proficient third.
Same Slightly Somewhat Much Very Much
Better Better Better Better
4. How appropriate or relevant is the item for the
instructional materials and content presented in
each class?
Not Relevant Somewhat Relevant Quite Relevant Very Relevant
Ryan (1968) concluded that teachers can make judg-
ments about test items on two dimensions: (1) the
relevance of the items to the instructional content;
(2) the difficulty of the item. He based his conclusions
on results which showed a "relatively higher frequency with
which relevance as compared to judged difficulty was cor-
related with overall quality and the relatively higher
frequency with which judged difficulty, as compared to
relevance, was correlated with actual difficulty."
While Ryan's (1968) study is a step in the right
direction, his conclusion on the issue of relevance is
weakly supported in that one has no way of knowing whether
the teachers perceive the judgment of quality the same as
a judgment of relevance. On the other hand, the judgment
of difficulty correlated highly with actual difficulty
which gives a more conventional substantiation of judg-
mental validity. Since with criterion-referenced measures,
the question of item relevance is of utmost concern, it
is suggested that a similar form of validation be considered,
For example, one could correlate the judgmental data with
the objective scores (scores obtained by summing across
items measuring the same objectives). Another approach
might be to obtain correlations of the judgment data on
each item and then use a data reduction procedure to test
against an hypothesized structure. In Chapter IV, several
exploratory techniques will be used in order to ascertain
which ones are most appropriate for validating the judg-
mental procedures.
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The second question concerning the consistency of
agreement amongst the content specialists, or actually
the reliability of the instrument, has been examined by
a number of researchers (Lu, 1971; Cohen, I960; Light, 1971;
Fleiss. 1971; and Brennan and Light. 1973). It is not
our intention to review this extensive literature. How-
ever, a description of two methods for assessing agreement
amongst content specialists will serve to outline the
direction of our research in this area.
Lu (1971) has presented a method by which one can
ascertain the intensity of agreement amongst judges to an
instrument requiring a classification of items into a set
of ordered categories. The observed results of such a
rating procedure is given as follows:
Jl J2 . .
. . J
m
Si Xll Xi2- • . Xij . .
•
• ^Im
S2 X21
^22- •
•
• ^sm
Si Sil Si2- •
^im
Sn ^1 ^n2- • Snj • •
where X^j is the judgment of the ith item by the jth
judge. X^j may take on the values of the t categories.
Lu derives a set of weights for each category
"based on a transformation from the data's own distribu-
tion." These weights are derived from the following array
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C2
.
'
' ' • . • • Ct E
T
^1 ^11
^Ik ^It n
T
n2i
^2k
^2t n
nj2
^jk
^jt n
ni
^mk ^mt n
2
^1 n2
^k
"t
where njj^ is the count
:
of items placed in the kth cate-
gory by the jth judge. The weight, y for the kth cate-
gory is defined as:
k-1
^^'rh^r^i^ k=l,2...t
where P^. = nj./nm
.
After the transformed weights are obtained as
analysis of variance is conducted. Then a ratio of the
observed within subject variance (Si) over the expected
within subject variance (SE) under the conditions that all
the ratings were equally likely. The coefficient of
agreement is defined as follows:
A = SE-Si
SE
*
The significance of A is tested indirectly. Under the
hypothesis that the assignment of items are random, the
following would hold
SE = Si
Thus the statistic
Si
SE
0 =
2is X /df distributed with n(m-l) degrees of freed™ (Lu.
1971). If the hypothesis is rejected, one can conclude
that A is significant.
Another method which can be used when the data is •
in a contingency table format has been presented by Light
(1971). This method consists of comparing group agreement
to a specified standard to obtain a 'G' statistic. This
statistic is normally distributed for large samples and
"tests the null hypothesis that the joint group's assign-
ments indicate chance agreement with the standard."
Again, since there is little or no research using
these methods within the context set forth in this study,
a number of them will be examined in Chapter IV in order
to determine those which are more appropriate.
The third question related to the information which
one seeks to obtain from the judgments of content special-
ists with regard to determining item validity. It would
seem that such judgments should provide two categories of
information: (1) information which is considered essen-
tial; and (2) there are two types of information which must
be collected. These types are given as follows:
1. Information relating to whether or not an item
is judged to be a measure of an objective,
2. Information relating to whether or not an item
is judged to be a measure of more than one objective
The choice of the types of information which is to
be collected under the second category will vary from study
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to study as they are dependent on secondary goals or
methodological considerations. Examples of secondary
goals would be the determination of whether or not the
content specialists can judge the difficulty of the items
or whether the items were well written. An example of a
methodological consideration would be the collection of
data which would help validate the instrument.
The fourth question concerning the variables
which effect the judgments of content specialists has not
been extensively researched. However, the importance of
this question has been demonstrated by Girard and Cliff
(1973). In comparing methods for judging the similarity
of personality inventory items, they found that "the
criteria by which subjects were instructed to judge simi-
larities between items in a pair made a large difference
in the judgments." Three of these variables which are
felt to be important are given as follows:
1. Judgmental Procedures
: whenever possible, one
should use the simplest of techniques available
to collect data. For example, usually, categori-
cal judgments obtained from sorting, rating and
ranking procedures are less complex than compara-
tive judgements obtained from similarity, dis-
similarity or choice procedures.
2. Format of Presentation: the response task should
not be tedius and time consuming. For example,
while there are methods which can be used to reduce
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the number of required responses (Torgeson. 1958).
generally the method of paired comparisons should
be avoided if the number of stimuli (items) Is
large, because of the great number of responses
involved
.
ise
Definition of Task: when describing the respond
task, one should ensure that all the judges are
operating under the same assumptions. If one
merely asks the judges to rank or choose items
according to personal preference, the judges could
obtain significant results based not on real dif-
ferences in the items but on the dimension of
preference. For example, the judges could have
been ranking the items on any one of the following
levels of the preference dimension:
a. simplicity/complexity of item,
b. closeness of match
c. response mode required,
d. style in which the item was written.
The directions relating to the response task must
clearly define the criteria on which the choices
are to be made.
Settings for Data Collection: in choosing an
instrument for collecting the judgments of con-
tent specialist, the setting in which the data is
to be collected must be taken into consideration.
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That is. the practicality of its use in both
research and non-research settings is a key fac-
tor in the choice of instrument.
The fifth question is concerned with the choice o
instrument which will be used to collect the judgmental
data. It is suggested that the researcher choose a tech-
nique which conforms as closely as possible to the guide-
lines set forth under the discussions on questions 1. 2
and 4 while providing the information described in ques-
tion 3.
In the next section, three procedures for collect
ing judgmental data to assess item validity will be
examined: the HemphiU-Wes tie (1950) index of homogeneit;
of placement, (a categorizing procedure); the Semantic
Differential (Osgood, Suci and Tannenbaum, 1957) (a ratini
procedure); and a matching procedure.
3.4.1 An Index of Item
Homogeneity
Hemphill and Westie (1950) developed an index of
homogeneity of placement for use in constructing person-
ality tests. This index is a numeric representation of
the judgment of content specialists on the extent to whict
they feel that an item belongs to one and only one per-
sonality dimension. By substituting "objective" for "per-
sonality dimension," the Index of Item Homogeneity can be
used in item validation work.
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According to Hemphill and Westie (1950).
applied to a dimension and agreement that ^^
Mon^°' ^PP^^ ^° °^her dimensions ?n the descrip-
The index of 'homogeneity of placement' differs
examTnin^?^'"°" ""^'^^^ techniques for
• expert '^nda;;: is based on
it^ll
judgment of probable response to theems, not on actual item response data Secondunlike indices such an 'internal consistency 'homogeneity.' or
' unidimensionality ' all of'
Index n? '°
relationship among iLms
, the
bSfh placement' involvesot relationships among items (as reflected bvjudge agreement that certain items apply to thesame dimension) and independence of relationshipot the Item to other dimensions making up thesame general heuristic system.
Since this index provides both types of information needed
for assessing item objective congruence, it appears to be
a valid procedure for collecting the analyzing judgmental
data on item validity.
The mechanics for collecting data through the use
of the Hemphill-Westie consists of having the content
specialists rate each item on each of the objectives by
assigning a value of +1, 0 or -1 where
+1=1 definitely feel that the item Is a measure
of the objective
0=1 cannot decide whether the item is a measure
of the objective
-1 = I definitely feel that the item is not a
measure of the objective.
The formula presented by Hemphill and Westie (1950)
to compute the index of homogeneity of placement is given
as follows:
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N? X.., - ? ? Xj=l "J*^ i=l j=l
^ik = N n n
2[2n(N-l)l = E X X.,. - X x..^
i=lj=l ^J'^ j=l
where
^ik is the Index of Homogeneity for item k on
objective i
N is the number of objectives (i=l,..,N)
n is the number of content specialists (j=l,.,n)
^ijk the value of the rating, +1, 0, -1, as-
signed to item k on objective i by content
specialist j
.
While the Hemphill-Westie procedure is conceptually
appropriate for the task of collecting judgmental data
from content specialists for the purpose of assessing item
validity, the computational formula given above has some
serious deficiencies. First, while the maximum value of
this index which will occur when each content specialist
assigns a +1 to the item for the appropriate objective and
a -1 for all the other objectives is .67, its minimum
value, which occurs when content specialists assign a -1
to the item for the appropriate objective and a +1 for all
the other objectives, is -.40. Given the range of rating
values, for ease of interpretation, the maximum and minimum
values ideally should be +1 and -1 respectively. Second,
and more seriously the value of the index will vary as a
function of the number of content specialists and objectives
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making the choice of a cutoff score to separate "good"
from "bad" items arbitrary.
Given these deficiencies, this author has developed
a new computational formula for providing a numerical
representation of HemphiU-Wes tie data. This new formula
will be called the Inde. of Item-Ohc eative Congruence.
The assumptions under which this index was developed are:
1. That perfect item objective congruence should be
represented by a value of +1 and will occur when
all the specialists assign a +1 to the item for
the appropriate objective and a -1 to the item
for all the other objectives.
2. That the worst judgment an item can receive should
be represented by a value of -1 and will occur
when all the specialists assign a -1 to the item
for the appropriate objective and a +1 to the item
for all the other objectives.
3. That the assignment of a 0 to an item is poorer
than a +1 but better than a -1. This is in effect
saying that it is better for a specialist to not
be able to definitely decide whether an item is a
measure of an appropriate objective than it is for
the judge to feel that the item is definitely not
a measure of the objective.
4. That this index should be invariant to the number
of content specialists and the number of objectives.
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The new computational formula is given as follows:
(N-1) X..^ - z z X_
j = l '-^^ 1=1 j=l
2(N-l)n
i:, = l?^iik
where 1!^ is the Index of Item-Objective Congruence for
item k on objective i,
N is the number of objectives,
n is the number of examinees,
X.^^is the value of the rating, +1, 0, -1, assigned
to item k on objective i by content specialist j.
The choice of cutoff score for this index can now
be based on some absolute standard relating to specific
proportions of perfect ratings for the items. For example,
if one-half of the content specialists judged an item to
be a perfect match to an objective, while the others were
not able to make a decision, the computed value of the
index would be .50. Thus, test constructors obtaining I'
value of .50 would know that at a minimal level at least
50 percent of the content specialists gave a perfect rating
to the item.
As with the Hemphil-Westie Index there is no means
for determining the statistical significance of the values
for the Index of Item-Objective Congruence. However, the
use of Lu's coefficient of agreement amongst the judges
will give an indication of how reliable (consistent) the
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judgments were. This indication of consistency of judg-
ments along with the known values that the index would
take with specific proportions of perfect ratings will
give test constructors some idea as to how meaningful a
particular I' value is for an item.
It is therefore suggested that the assignment of
the values. 1, 0 and -1 to the items be considered the
same as assigning the items to one of three categories.
Then one can transform this data and calculate Lu's coef-
ficient of agreement. The statistical significance of
that coefficient can be determined. This will give some
indication of whether or not the content specialists are
consistent in their assignment of values.
3.4.2 Semantic Differential
Technique
The second procedure employs the use of the seman-
tic differential procedure (Osgood, Suci and Tannenbaum,
1957). The content specialists are presented with an
objective and all the items on which ratings are desired.
They are asked to make a judgment which consists of de-
ciding whether the item objective relationship is best
described by the adjective toward the left end or toward
the right end of the scale.
The following is an example consisting of one
objective, one item and two objective scales along with a
set of typical directions:
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Objective: Given the chemical formula for a
molecule, determine the number of
atoms in a molecule.
Item 1: How many atoms are there in a mole-
cule of sulfuric acid H2S0^?
Scale 1: very
relevant relevant feeling irrelevant Irrelevant
^ 2 3 4 5
Scale 2 : very
very
unimportant unimportant feeling important important
Directions
Given the objective at the top of each page, you
are to make judgments on the relationship between it and
all the items below it by circling the values on the adjec-
tive scales which you feel are most appropriate.
The data obtained from the use of this technique
can be analyzed without employing any elaborate statistical
procedures. Therefore, it can easily be used in practical
settings such as in the classroom by teachers. The infor-
mation which is needed is the scale mean score for each
item on each objective. However, the data also lends itself
to more elaborate statistical analysis if required. An
examination of the standard deviations of each scale on the
objectives summed over the content specialists will give an
indication of the extent of agreement among the content
specialists.
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3.4.3 A Matching Procedure
The third procedure which is used to obtain the
judgments of content specialists involves the use of a
matching task. The content specialists are presented with
two lists. The first list contains a series of items. The
second list is composed of the objectives. The judgment
involves assigning a number representing an objective to
the most appropriate item. A contingency table can then
be constructed from the frequencies obtained from this
procedure. According to Light (1971). the Pearson Chi-
Square test for independence is commonly used to analyze
data which is presented in a contingency table format.
One tests the hypothesis that "the responses in each column
follow the same probability distribution over the rows"
(Light, 1971).
However, such an analysis would not provide the
information required to make meaningful statements con-
cerning item validity. Even if one utilizes Light's (1971)
G statistic discussed earlier, one does not have specific
information on each item. That is, in the event the null
hypothesis is accepted, deviations from the standard are
not identified.
3.4.4 Summary of the Use of
Content Specialists to
Assess Item Validity
In this section an attempt has been made to ini-
tiate the development of a methodology for use of content
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specialists in assessing item validity. Further, three
techniques for the collection and analysis of the judg-
ments of content specialists have been described. These
techniques were chosen primarily to provide information on
the efficacy of the use of content specialists as a means
for assessing item validity not as definitive answers to
the question of which techniques are most appropriate.
However, an assessment of each of these techniques will be
made in Chapter IV with regard to their effectiveness in
assessing item validity.
3.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, three procedures relating to the
problem of item validity have been examined. The first of
these procedures, the use of item generation rules, attempts
to ensure item validity by developing a direct relationship
between an item and obj ective during the construction phase.
As such it is an a priori approach as compared to the other
a posteriori procedure which is designed to assess whether
or not a direct relationship between an item and an objec-
tive exists through analyses of data conducted after the item
is written. However, the use of item generation rules as
currently formulated contain inherent problems which make
their implementation impractical. Since, these rules appear
to be an effective way of obtaining item validity, a less
formal item writing procedure, the use of amplified objec-
tives, has been proposed as a compromise which encompasses
the positive aspects but
.educes the negative aspects of
such procedures.
The second approach, the use of empirical proce-
dures, has been presented with a few notes of caution.
The notes of caution were based on the following issues
:
1. These procedures are dependent upon group composi-
tion and instructional effects.
2. They require sophisticated statistical techniques
and computer programs which are not available to
the practitioner.
3. The use of these procedures to eliminate items may
disrupt the item sam.pling plan which is essential
in generalizing from the examinee's score to the
whole content domain.
4. Some of the possible techniques require pre-test
and post-test data which is rarely collected in
classroom settings.
In situations where a large sample of examinees is available
and where one is interested in identifying aberrant items
not for elimination but for correction, the use of the em-
pirical approach to item validation should provide important
information with regard to the assessment of item validity.
The third procedure, the use of the judgments of
content specialists, appears to offer promise as a means
for assessing item validity. This procedure is not depen-
dent on group composition or instructional effects; may not
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require sophisticated statistical techniques; is not re-
stricted to highly structured content domains; and can be
implemented easily in practical settings. While there
has been a great deal of discussion on the use of this
technique in the literature, no systematic implementation
of this procedure has been reported. Material presented
in the next chapter represents an initial step to incor-
proate content specialist's ratings into the development
of a methodology for determining item validity.
CHAPTER IV
AN EXAMINATION OF TWO APPROACHES USED
IN THE ASSESSMENT OF ITEM VALIDITY
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, a comparative study of two approaches
to the problem of assessing item validity, the use of em-
pirical analyses and the use of the judgments of content
specialists, is presented. The purposes of the study were
to determine the appropriateness of these two approaches
to assessing item validity.
The empirical information on the items studied in
this chapter was obtained from two different sets of ex-
aminees. While both sets of examinees received a similar
individualized science instructional package on the struc-
ture of matter, the tests administered and the testing
formats used were different. Therefore, it is important
that in the ensuing discussions, the empirical information
on the test items from these two sources be clearly differ-
entiated. In order to accomplish this differentiation,
the information obtained from examinee source one will be
labeled Data Set One while the information on test items
from examinee source two will be labeled Data Set Two.
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The test information for Data Set One v,as col-
lected through pre-instructional and post-instructional
administrations of the same test form to 294 ninth grade
students (Hambleton. 1971; Sheehan and Hambleton. 1972).
This testing format resulted in the collection of both •
pre-test and post-test information for each of forty items
measuring the eleven instructional objectives presented
in the science unit. The expected match between the forty
items and their intended objectives is presented in
Table 4.1.1
The test information for Data Set Two was collected
through the use of a more complex research design (Royer,
Hambleton and Cadorette. 1975). First, three parallel
test forms (denoted A. B. and C)
. each consisting of forty-
eight items, were constructed to measure twelve instruc-
tional objectives. The intended match between items and
objectives for Data Set Two is presented in Table 4.1.2.
Second, the examinee source, consisting of 185 students,
was subdivided into three groups on the basis of a random
assignment. Third, each of these three groups were then
administered the three parallel test forms on the pre-
test, post-test and delayed post-test occasions. The
first group received them in the order. A, B, C; the sec-
ond. B. C, A; and the third, C, A, B. This testing design
was chosen because it ensured that each of the three forms
of the test was administered on each test occasion and no
group of examinees saw the same form twice. However, since
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TABLE 4.1.1
EXPECTED r4ATCH BETWEEN THE TEST ITEMS
AND THE OBJECTIVES THEY ARE
INTENDED TO MEASURE
(Data Set One)
Objective
1
2
3
4
Test Items
I, 2
3. 4, 1, 9
5, 6, 8, 10
II,
.12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19
20, 21
22, 23
6 24, 25
"7 26, 27, 28
8 29, 30, 31
9 32, 33, 34
10 35, 36, 37
11 38, 39, 40
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TABLE 4.1.2
EXPECTED MATCH BETWEEN THE TEST ITEMS
AND THE OBJECTIVES THEY ARE
INTENDED TO MEASURE
(Data Set Two)
Objective
Test Items
1 1, 13
,
25 J /
2
2
,
14 . 2fi ftJ o
3*
3, 15 27
-J -7
4 4, 16, 28, 40
5
•
5, 17
,
29 '* J.
6 6, 18, 30, 42
7 1, 19, 31, 43
8*
8, 20, 32, 44
9 9, 21, 33, 45
10* 10, 22, 34, 46
11 11. 23, 35, 47
12* 12, 24, 36, 48
set two.
*Objectives comprising the item forms group of data
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each of the examinee groups in Data Set Two was adminis-
tered a different for. of the test during each of the
three administrations, any analyses conducted on items
across testing occasions would not be based on the same
examinees and therefore many of the available statistics
could not be applied. The decision then was made to study
only those parallel items which appeared to have been con-
structed through the use of an item form. Through a visual
examination of the items contained in the three parallel
forms, sixteen items measuring four objectives were iden-
tified as having been so constructed.
The data analyses presented in this chapter were
conducted using Fortran IV computer programs written by
the author. Exceptions are indicated within the test.
4.2 The Use of Empirical Analyses
to Assess Item Validity
As set forth in Section 3.2. the use of empirical
analyses to assess item validity, consists of determining
whether the items satisfy three empirical conditions:
1. That items provide information which enables thetest administrator to differentiate between those
examinees who have received instruction and thosewho have not.
2 That items which measure the same objective have
similar statistical indices.
3. That items not be a measure of more than one ob-
j ective
.
In this section, the items from Data Sets One and
Two will be examined to determine whether or not these
Items satisfy all three conditions. Su™.ary statistics
for the groups of examinees on the criterion-referenced
tests are reported in Tables 4.2.1 and 4.2.2. A further
goal of this section is to report on the reasonableness
of the three empirical conditions as well as the indices
and techniques that are available for assessing each con-
dition.
4.2.1 Condition One
In order to ascertain whether an item provided
information which could be used to distinguish between
those examinees who have had instruction and those who
have not. three statistical indices (the difference index,
Saupe's change index and the point biserial correlation)
were calculated. (Since, Iven's Iv statistic requires
delayed post-test data, it was not calculated for the
items in Data Set One.) The results of these calculations
are presented in Tables 4 . 2
. 3 and 4 . 2
. 4 . A summary of the
results for Data Set One is presented below:
1. The values of Saupe
' s (1966) change index were so
low as to not provide any reliable information as
to the effectiveness of items in measuring change
from the pre-test to the post-test occasion.
2. All items with difference index (DI) values lower
than .40 were identified as not having satisfied
condition one. The value .40 was selected as it
is an approximation to the proportion of pre-test
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TABLE 4.2.1
SUMMARY STATISTICS FOR DATA SET ONE
Objective Numberof
Examinees
Number
of Pre-test Post-test
Items Mean Variance Mean Variance
1 294 2 .74
.48 1.26
.49
2 294 4 1.99 1.39 3.19 1. 03
3 294 4 1.62 1.58 2.60 1.49
4 294 11 2.84 6.96 7.96 5.80
5 294 2 .25 .34 1.61 .48
6 294 2 .30 .37 1.73
.36
7 294 3 .31 .35 1.97 1.14
8 294 3 .70 .91 2.18 .92
9 294 3 .21 .25 1.89 1.22
10 294 3 .37 .50 1.90 1.39
11 294 3 .29 .40 1.62 1.53
TOTAL 294 40 9.60 42.76 27.89 75.09
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TABLE 4.2.3
VALIDITY STATISTICS TO INVESTIGATE
EMPIRICAL CONDITION ONE ON DATA SET
Test
Item
i-'-L t rejrence
Index
Saupe
'
s
Change
Index
Test
Item
Difference
Index
Saupe
'
s
Change
Index
1
2
J
4
5
.50
.02
. J u
.30
.40
.10
.06
. 10
.13
.10
21
22
23
24
25
.59
.69
.67
.70
.72
.16
.20
.19
.21
.21
6
7
Q
9
10
.07
.11
A r>
. 4 U
.49
.10
.07
.12
. 09
.11
.08
26
27
28
29
30
.56
.61
.49
.34
.59
.13
.15
.13
.13
.16
11
12
13
14
15
.25
.56
. 56
.32
.55
.17
.21
. 18
.16
.18
31
32
34
35
.55
.52
C A
.62
.46
.16
.15
. 17
.17
.17
16
17
18
19
20
.68
.58
.58
.05
. 39
'
.17
.16
.09
.09
.08
36
37
38
39
40
.59
.47
.47
.38
.48
.18
.13
.13
.16
.14
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to post-test gain for the total group. The fol-
lowing items for Data Set One did not satisfy
condition one: 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 10, 11, 14, 19, 29.
For Data Set Two, a summary of the results is as
follows
:
1. Saupe's (1966) change index provided little re-
liable information for the items for any of the
examinee groups.
2. The following items, organized by examinee group,
were identified as not having satisfied condition
one on the basis of having difference index (DI)
values less than .25:
Examinee Group Items
I 3, 27, 32, 36, 39, 48
" 8. 12, 20, 22, 24, 27, 36, 48
m 20, 44, 46, 48
3. The use of Iven's Iv index provided no additional
information than that which was obtained from the
use of the difference index (DI)
.
4.2.2 Condition Two
The determination of whether or not items measuring
the same objectives have similar statistical indices was
made by calculating and examining where appropriate the
indices presented in Table 4.2.5. The results of these cal-
culations for Data Sets One and Two are presented in
Tables 4.2.6 and 4.2.7 respectively.
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TABLE 4.2.5
ITEM INDICES USED FOR THE ASSESSMENT
OF ITEM VALIDITY
(Empirical Condition Two)
Index SymbolicRepresentation Formula
Difficulty level
Point Biserial
(corrected)
D Statistic
Item Precision
KI Coefficient
Pi
r
.
= R^/N
r,. = k-1
.
r S- p.(l-p.)pbis ^i'^
- p (1-p )
i J J
(U. - L.)/n
Form 1
Form 2
IP
IP.
IPi = 1 - B^/N
IPj = 1 - C2/N
KI
-.5(IPi+IP^) (1-1 IP.
-IP^ I)
Ri
N =
s =
Ui =
Li =
n =
Bi =
Co =
k =
^pbis=
Explanation of Symbols
the number of correct answers to item i
the total number of examinees
the standard deviation of the N examinee test scores
the number of correct responses in the group comprising the
upper 27 percent of the examinees
the number of correct responses in the group comprising the
lower 27 percent of the examinees
.27 N
the number of invalid passes on item i for Test Form 1
the number of invalid passes on item j for Test Form 2. Test Form
1 and 2 are considered parallel and therefore items i and j are
corresponding items
number of items
point biserial correlation
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TABLE 4.2.6
ITEM STATISTICS CALCULATED ON DATA SET ONE
FOR THE ASSESSMENT OF ITEM VALIDITY
(Empirical Condition Two)
Item
1
2
^^'^^ Comments Based on Q Statistic
.73
.53
.44
.26
. 36
.52 21.40/1* Item 1 is
item 2.
more difficult than
3
. 62 .46 .33
4
. 84 .50 .53
7
.86 .44 .40
9 .86 .38 .40 97 .2 9/3*
5 .73 .51
. 27
6 .53 .37
. 39
8 .78
. 39 .44
10 .56
. 41
. 57 84
• O (J/ J
11
. 92 .49 .59
12 .85
. 63 .71
13 .86
. 50
. 72
14 .54 .55 .53
15
. 77
. 60 .43
15 .88
. 51 .47
17
. 0 'I
. 66
18 .11 .50 .40
19 .18 .04
. 30
20 .60 .45 .26
21 .74 .53
. 38 776.,42/10*
22 .83
. 62
. 33
23 .78 .62 .32 4. 20/1
24
. 88 .59 .48
25 .85 .53 .33 2. 10/1
26 .67 .49 .18
27 .71 .47 .20
28 .59
. 42 .58 16. 40/2*
29
. 63 .42 . 58
30 .86
. 55 .50
31 . 68
. 60 .29 62. 05/2*
Item 3 is more difficult than
items 4, 7 and 9.
Two clusters of items exist.
Items 6 and 10 are more diffi-
cult than items 5 and 8.
Three clusters of items exist.
Items 14, 19 and 2 0 are more
difficult than items 15, 18, 21
and items 11, 12, 13, 16 and 17,
Item 28 is somewhat more diffi-
cult than items 2 6 and 27.
Items 29 and 31 are more diffi-
cult than item 30.
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TABLE 4.2.6 (Continued)
Item p r d
32
. D /
. 16
33
.63
.57 .20
34
. 67
. 59 .15
35
. 62
. 68 .40
36
.67 .73 .20
37
. 60 .33 .28
38
.53 .54
.15
39
.50
. 62 .27
40 .57
. 51 .23
Q/df Comments Based on Q Statistic
Item 32 is somewhat more
difficult than items 33 and 34
No differences.
No differences.
Significant at the .05 level.
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A sunm>arization of these results for Data Set One
is as follows:
1. The simultaneous use of all the indices in Table
•
• 4.2.5 which are appropriate for Data Set One would
result in identifying all items except items 22.
23. 32, 33, 34. 38. 39. and 40 as not having satis-
fied condition two. A close examination of the
results further revealed that the correlation in-
dices were very unstable even for items with similar
difficulty indices. Therefore, it was decided to
use a somewhat less restrictive statement of condi-
tion two. The revised condition two is that items
measuring the same objectives should have certain
similar statistical indices and other item charac-
teristics deemed desirable such as positive dis-
crimination indices.
It is suggested that item statistics such as the
difficulty index, the index of item precision, the
KI coefficient and Popham's (1971) chi-square
statistic be used to test for similarity among items.
These statistics were chosen as they are not as
susceptible to the nuances of criterion-referenced
test data as are conventional discrimination indices
and/or they provide a measure of how consistent the
item scores are for examinees across testing occasions
The second part of this restatement of condition
two is in essence a reflection of the requirements of
99
conventional item analysis. That is, even items
with similar statistical indices such as item
difficulty levels and precision Indices, are not
acceptable if they have negative discrimination
indices
.
For Data Set One, the restatement of condition two
was applied by requiring that the difficulty in-
dices be similar and that the items have positive
point biserial coefficients and D statistics. On
the basis of these criteria, items 2, 3, 14, 19,
20, 28, 30 and 32 were identified as not having
satisfied condition two,
Cochran's Q statistic was calculated for the diffi-
culty indices for all items measuring the same
objectives. As can be seen from the results pre-
sented in Table 4.2.6, seven out of eleven objec-
tive subgroups has significant Q statistics. A
significant value for the Q statistic is an indi-
cation that the items difficulty indices for items
measuring the same objective are not the same.
Since the Q statistic does not identify which item
or items are aberrant, a visual examination of the
items was conducted. This examination revealed the
existence of clusters of items with similar diffi-
culty indices within some of the objective sub-
groups with significant Q statistics. The exist-
ence of these clusters of items raises the question
100
of whether or not condition two can ever be
realistically applied. For if the same items
measuring the same objectives have different
statistical indices, how can the test constructor
make a decision as to which items are aberrant and
which items are not? The problem of clusters of
items with similar difficulty indices within ob-
jective subgroups will be dealt with in more de-
tail later.
For Data Set IVo
,
the item indices presented in
Table 4.2.7 were calculated for each examinee group on
both the post-test and delayed post- test scores. Thus,
post-instructional information was available on each item
from two different groups of examinees. A summary of the
results obtained through these calculations is given as
follows
:
1. The discrimination indices/the point biserial
coefficient and the D statistic, for the same items
were quite unstable across examinee groups. Fur-
ther, there were a number of instances within
examinee groups where items measuring the same ob-
jectives and having similar item difficulty indices
had quite different discrimination indices.
2. For each item in each of the three parallel forms,
item precision indices and KI coefficients were
compiled from the post-test and delayed post-test
scores of each examinee group. Items from the same
101
test form having two item precision indices less
than
.80 were identified as problem items. These
problem items, organized by test form were:
"^^^^ Items
^ 8, 27, 46
S 12, 24
^ 10, 32
For items measuring the same objective within an
examinee group, Cochran's Q statistic was calculated
to determine if the items from the same objective
subgroup were similar with regard to difficulty
level. These results are presented in Table 4.2.3.
For the three examinee groups there were a total
of twelve objective subgroups. For only three of
the twelve objective subgroups were the Q statistics
not significant. This finding is an indication
that few of the objective subgroups had items with
similar difficulty indices. However, as with items
from Data Set One, there were clusters of items
within the objective subgroups which had similar
difficulty indices.
On the basis of the results described in this sec-
tion, the following items organized by examinee
groups were identified as not having satisfied con-
dition two:
TABLE 4.2.8
Q STATISTICS CALCULATED ON DATA SET TWO
Objective Test Items
3, 15, 27, 39
8, 20, 32, 44
10, 22, 34, 46
12, 24, 36, 48
Q Statistics/df
Examinee Group
II
102
III
*
**
p<. 05
p<. 01
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Examinee Group j^^^^
^ 3. 10. 12, 20, 24. 32, 36, 38
8' 12. 24, 27, 29, 36, 46,
8. 12, 15, 24, 27, 46, 48
5. To reduce the importance of examinee group on the re-
sults, only those items identified as aberrant for
at least two out of three examinee groups were con-
sidered to be problem items. Thus, for Data Set
Two, only items 8, 10. 12. 24, 36. 46. and 48 were
identified as not having satisfied condition two.
4.2.3 Condition Three
The analyses for determining whether or not items
satisfied condition three were conducted in two phases. In
the first phase, a Monte Carlo study was conducted in order
to determine whether data reduction techniques such as
factor analysis should be used to analyze dichotomized test
item data with minimal item variance. In phase two, actual
test data was examined to determine whether or not the
items from Data Sets One and Two satisfied condition three.
For phase one, a Fortran IV program was written to
generate data according to the factor model presented in
Section 3.3.3. The model is as follows:
>^i = Hi ^1 + H2 ^2
•
• •
^i'
(i = 1 , .
. p and j = 1 , . . . k)
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where A-
.
is the loading of the ith variable on the j th
factor and e is the random error component for each y^.
In matrix form, this model is given as
X = Ax + e,
y is the (pxl) vector of observed variables,
X is the (kxl) vector of factors
A is the (pxk) matrix of factor loadings
e is the (pxl) vector of unique scores or error scores
where
and
The following parameters were set
n, the number of examinees = 200,
p, the number of items = 12.
k, the number of factors = 3.
The matrix of factor loadings was
simple structure and [ of the followin
.60 .00 .00
.60 .00 .00
.60 .00 .00
.60 .00 .00
.00 .70 .00
A
.00 .70 .00
.00 .70 .00
.00 .70 .00
.00 .00 .80
.00 .00 .80
.00 .00 .80
.00 .00 .80
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The values for x, the factor scores and e, the
error scores were generated through the use of a random
number generator. The factor scores were generated to be
distributed normally with a mean equal to zero and vari-
ance equal to one. The error scores were generated to be
distributed normally with mean zero and with a specified
variance
.
Once the (nxp) matrix of observed scores (y's) were
obtained, three additional data sets were obtained by com-
paring the y values for each examinee against three cutoff
scores. If the y value was greater than or equal to a
cutoff score, a new y value, y' , was set to be 1 otherwise
the new value was set to be 0. In this manner, three
strings of I's and O's were generated for each examinee.
The y' values were used to simulate examinee scores on a
set of p items. The cutoff scores were set so as to pro-
vide data sets with different levels of variability.
A (p X p) variance-covariance matrix for the items
in each of the four data sets was obtained. These four
matrices were then factor analyzed using maximum likeli-
hood procedures. A Fortran IV program, Acovs (Joreskog,
1970), was used for the analyses. The results of these
four analyses are presented in Table 4.2.9.
The purpose of these factor analyses were to deter-
mine if the simple structure of the nondichotomized data
set could be reproduced from the variance-covariance
matrices of the dichotomized data sets. This purpose was
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accomplished through the use of confirmatory factor analy-
sis in which the factor patterns are hypothesized in ad-
vance. For this study the following factor pattern was
hypothesized:
X 0 0
X 0 0
X 0 0
X 0 0
0 X 0
0 X 0
0 X 0
0 X 0
0 0 X
0 0 X
0 0 X
0 0 X
where "X" denotes parameters to be estimated and the "0"
denotes parameters which are fixed as zero.
The null hypothesis for these analyses was that the
variance-covariance matrix of the dichotomized data sets
depends upon three factors with the loading matrix A having
the above pattern. The chi- square tests for the three
analyses were not significant indicating that the null
hypotheses were not rejected.
)ro-
.er
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While the results show that factor analysis can be
used to reproduce the data structure even with dichoto-
mized data, the size of the factor loadings became p.
gressively smaller as the test variability became small,
Since for the purposes of this study, the use
envisioned for factor analysis is the determination of
whether or not an item is a measure of more than one ob-
jective, the results of the Monte Carlo study support such
a use even for test data with minimal variance.
In the second phase, the task was to determine
whether the items from Data Sets One and Two satisfied
condition three. This task was accomplished through the
use of factor analysis. For Data Set One, this analysis
was conducted in two steps. In the first step an explor-
atory factor analysis was conducted on the interitem
correlations of the 40 test items. The number of factors
was set equal to the number of objectives in Data Set One.
For the exploratory analysis, the principal factor analysis
model of the SPSS computer programs package was used to
obtain estimtes of the factor loadings and uniquenesses.
The initial solution was rotated using the varimax rotation
method. Table 4.2.10 contains the rotated matrix of factor
loadings and uniqueness estimates. In the second step, a
confirmatory analysis was planned using the results ob-
tained in the exploratory analysis to establish the hypo-
thesized structure of the factor pattern matrix and initial
values for the parameters to be estimated. Since, the
109
TABLE 4.2.10
FACTOR PATTERN MATRIX FOR TEST
ITEMS FOR DATA SET ONE
Test
Item 1
1 .15
2 .06
3 .29
4 .47
5 .14
6 .04
7
. 36
8 .26
9 .21
10 .12
11 .68
12 .68
13 .68
14 .10
15 .42
16 .53
17 .48
18 .38
19 .00
20 .14
21 .27
22 .50
23 .47
24 .77
25 .54
26 .21
27
. 34
28 .20
29 .17
30 .57
31 .26
32 .13
33 .14
34 .21
35 .22
36 .35
37 -.03
38 . 08
39 .14
40 .07
Factors
6 7
.16
. 18
.02
.10
.11
.18
.17
. 08
.13
. 02
.05
.05
.05
. 39
.27
.04
.09
.13
.04
,19
.16
.11
.18
09
10
10
27
29
17
10
17
40
29
11
32
C Q
• JO
. 04
. 04 .22 -.05
.05 .11
. Ud -
. 08
. 07 .27 .10 .02 -.02
A Q
. 17
. 10 -.05
.05 -.12
.14
-
. 01
. 09 .15 .05 .05 -.02
c. c
. D D
. 02
. 10
. 11 .12 .11
. 02
. 4 U
. 11
. 15 .04 .09 -.02
.02
A 1
. 4
1
. 07 -
. 00 .20 -.17
.15 -.07
o o
-
. 01 . 07
. 04 .19 .05 -.07
1 o
-
. 01
. 09 .47 .00 .12 -.06
. z 1
. 13
. 08 . 34 .05 .03 .10
. ±4
. 00
. 09
. 05 -.02
. 09 -.04
1 Q
. ±y
. 08
. 19 .10 .13 .03 .14
. Z Z
. Uz
. 04
. 04
. 03 .03 .03
• Z O A "3
. 4 J . 16 -
. 04
. 17
. 12
. 06
1 1
. ± J 1 o
. 18 . 18 -.06 .20 .11
. ±1
. 14
. 08 . 14
. 15 .10 -.06
. Z 4
. 16 -
. 08
. 19 . 01 .02
. XO
. Id
. 11
. 12 . 04 .49 .11
. u u . Ul -
. 01 -
. 02 -
. 07 -.03
. 02
9 "5
. U J . 16 - . 01 .22 .09 . 03
. ± D
. 17 . 02 . 12 . 02 -.07
n 7 1 7
. 16 . 31 . 10
. 33 . 12
1 9 "3 C
. O D . Z 0 . 26 . 09 . 11 -.01
0 9
. XX
. 16
. 08
. 10 -.01
. 05
n n
. u u
. 11 . 12 . 17
. 01 . 14
1 1
• X X . Xo . Z U . 14 . 63 -.06
. 08
n 7
. U 4 . Z J . 39 . 18 - . 12
. 09
. 03 . 04 .17
. 06 .46 .16 . 02
.23 -.02 .18 -.03
. 06 .17 .43
. 03 -.04 .22 .08 .13 -.05 .37
.05 .07
. 50 .26 .16 -.07 .22
.24
. 02 .25 .16 .18 -.06 .20
.23 .23
. 31 .21 .12 -.13 .27
.21 .16 .49 .24 .18 -.15 .09
.14 .12 .72
. 06 .13 .13 . 02
.16 .12 .69 .07 .12 .11 .05
. 00 .35 .34 -.05
. 06 .14 .14
. 18 .15 .27 .10 -.01
. 02 -.12
. 12 .18 .24
. 07 .05 .01 .28
.11 .05 .11 .14 .16 .09 .07
10 11
06 -.06
06 -.09
09 .06
01 .10
11 .06
02 -.05
13 .05
14 .08
02 .16
05 -.06
01 .04
01 -.23
07 .09
06 .12
02 .31
25 -.11
02 .24
11 .02
53 .01
05 .09
04 .02
10 . 06
04 -.14
12 -.03
02 .03
07 -.05
01 .01
18 . 06
04 -.02
10 .15
03 . 08
01 -.12
24 .09
05 .18
02 -.06
27
-.06 .02
05 -.05
66
.10 -.03
60
-.03 .02
67
.02 .07
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computer program used for the maximum likelihood factor
analysis was limited to analyzing a maximum twenty-one
variables, the items from Data Set One were divided into
two groups of 21 and 19 items corresponding to objectives
one through four and five through eleven, respectively.
However, the computer program was unable to accomplish
the analysis for either group of items. This inability
to reach a solution was a result of either poor initial
estimates or the nature of the data being analyzed. The
consequence of these findings was that the confirmatory
analysis step was not completed.
Therefore, for Data Set One, condition three was
assessed through the use of information obtained from the
exploratory analysis. On the basis of this information,
items 1, 4, 14, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25 and 30 were identified
as not having satisfied condition three.
For Data Set Two, the interitem correlations were
found to be extremely low. While the use of data reduc-
tion procedures such as factor analysis was shown to be
useful in analyzing dichotomous data, the results of such
analyses are meaningful only if there is some underlying
structure for the data. The lack of consistent patterns
for the interitem correlations within and across objective
subgroups was taken as an indication that data did not have
a meaningful underlying structure. Consequently, a deci-
sion was made to use a visual analysis of the interitem
phi coefficient as a means of assessing condition three
for the items of Data Set Two.
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On the basis of a visual analysis of these interi-
ten, correlations, the following ite.s organized by examinee
group, were identified as not having satisfied condition
three
:
^^^^Hline^_Grou£ Items
I 3, 22, 34, 44, 46
3, 15, 20, 32, 39. z,4, 46
8, 15. 44, 46
As with the previous analyses for conditions one
and two. only those items identified as aberrant from the
data of at least two out of three examinee groups were
considered to be problem items. These problem items were
items, 3, 15, 44, and 46.
4.2.4 Summary of the Results
of the Use of Empirical
Analyses as a Means for
Assessing Item Validity
The use of empirical analyses as a means for assess-
ing item validity resulted in the identification of a number
of items for Data Sets One and Two which did not satisfy
one or more of the three empirical conditions. The fact
that in most instances the application of each of the
three em.pirical conditions resulted in the identification
of different items as aberrant is an indication that these
conditions are sensitive to different aspects of the items'
statistical characteristics. Thus, the application of
these conditions does not result in redundant information.
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Also, while the empirical analyses performed the
important function of identifying problem items, such
analyses do not lead to definitive answers concerning the
specific problem(s) with the items. Besides the possi-
bility that an item is not from the domain of items mea-
suring an objective, other possible explanations include
the following:
1. Items measuring the same objective require differ-
ent levels of knowledge from the examinees.
2. Items are poorly written or have a poor set of
distractors.
3. Information required for a correct response to an
item was presented to the examinee either poorly
or not at all.
In order to identify specific examples where the
empirical identification of an aberrant item might have
been due to one of the causes above, a visual analysis of
the items was conducted. Of particular interest were the
items which formed clusters based on similar difficulty
levels within their intended objective subgroups. These
clusters pose a dilemma in that items within some clusters
satisfied all three empirical conditions while analyses
conducted on these items and the other items within the
objective subgroup would result in the identification of
items which failed to satisfy condition two. An excellent
example of these clusters is obtained from Data Set One.
For objective four there are e.leven items which can be
grouped into four clusters. Cluster one consists of items
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11, 12, 13, 16 and 17. Cluster two consists of items 15,
18, and 21. Cluster three consists of items 14. and 20 and
cluster four has only item 19. Of all the items, only
item 19 (cluster four) has serious statistical deficiencies
Further, its item form, dis tractors and content are quite •
different from the other items enabling one to include
that it is not a measure of the intended objective. Item
14 has the same item form and type of distractors as the
items in cluster one and yet had a significantly lower
difficulty index. Thus, a probable cause for the different
difficulty index is that the information required for a
correct response was not available to a segment of the
examinee group (cause 3) not that the item is not a measure
of the intended objective. The items in clusters one and
two have different item forms and type of distractors.
Also, the items in cluster two appear to require more
general knowledge than do the items in cluster one. Since
an examination of the content of items from both clusters
would lead to a conclusion that these items were measures
of the intended objective, the lower difficulty indices
are most likely a function of the different knowledge re-
quirement (cause 1)
.
Finally, while all the items selected for analysis
for Data Set Two conformed to item form guidelines, eleven
out of the sixteen items failed to satisfy one or more of
the. empirical conditions, although, no items from this set
failed to satisfy all three conditions. Through the use
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of two examples from Data Set Two, an attempt will be made
to explain why certain items were identified as aberrant.
The first example involves objective 3 and item 27 of test
form C. While the item form is exactly the same as other
items within the objective subtest, the item stimulus was •
more difficult and the dis tractors included "none of these."
The majority of the respondents from all three examinee
groups chose that incorrect response. For the same item
on test form B, the stimulus was also more difficult.
Therefore, for two out of the three examinee groups the
item did not satisfy condition one and was identified as
aberrant. The second example involves objective 12. Using
the empirical approach to item validity would result in
identifying three out of four items as not being valid
measures of the objective. However, the summary statistics
(reported in Table 4.2.2) for the objective subtests shows
that this objective had the lowest mean post-test score
for two out of the three examinee groups and for the other
examinee group it was the second lowest score. On the
basis of this information a plausible explanation for poor
examinee performance is poor instructional material rather
than the items were not measures of the objectives.
If the use of empirical analyses cannot be used
to ensure item validity, then what role should these
analyses play? It is the contention of this author that
empirical analyses can be used to identify both item and
objective deficiencies. While examples have been given
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for iten, deficiencies, none have been given for objective
deficiencies. One such example involves objectives 2 9
and 11 of Data Set One. These objectives on the surface'
appear to be different in that they require different task
from the examinees. However, in order to respond correct!
to the items from either objective the examinee must pro-
cess the same information. Consequently, it is not sur-
prising to note that the items from these objectives "load
on the same factor.
In summary, while empirical analyses cannot be
used to ensure item validity, the information provided
by this approach is essential for identifying problems
in objective definition, item construction including choic
of distractors and instructional effects.
4.3 The Use of the Judgments of
Content Specialists in the
Assessment of Item Validity
In this section, two studies used to collect the
judgments of content specialists on the items from Data
Sets One and Two will be described. In Study One, twenty-
one science teachers were administered an item validation
questionnaire which was designed to determine the extent
to which they thought the items were measures of the in-
tended objectives (see Appendix A for a copy of materials
given to the teachers). The teachers (or content special-
ists as we will refer to them) were asked to make judg-
ments on forty items and eleven objectives from Data Set
One using the Hemphill-Westie categorizing technique.
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In Study Two. a more complex item validation ques-
tionnaire was used to obtain the judgments of content
specialists on the forty-eight items and twelve objectives
from Data Set Two (see Appendix B for a copy of the
materials given to the content specialists). For the
study, the twelve instructional objectives and their matched
items (Test Form A) given in Appendix B were subdivided
into three subgroups. Each of these subgroups consisted
first of four objectives and their four corresponding items
for a total of 16 test items. Next, two additional ob-
jectives from the initial pool of twelve objectives, with-
out their corresponding items, were assigned to each sub-
group resulting in a final subgroup composition of six
objectives and sixteen items. Finally, three forms of an
item validation questionnaire were formed by assigning each
of the subgroups of items and objectives to one of three
judgmental procedures, the Hemphill-Westie categorizing
technique, the semantic differential rating technique and
the matching technique. All three judgmental procedures
were described in Section 3.3. The format of each ques-
tionnaire is given as follows:
Judgmental Procedure
Categorizing Rating Matching
Questionnaire
1 Subgroup One Subgroup Two Subgroup Three
2 Subgroup Two Subgroup Three Subgroup One
3 Subgroup Three Subgroup One Subgroup Two
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Ten copies of each form of the questionnaire were
randomly assigned to thirty science teachers (not the
same teachers from Study One). Thus, for any one subgroup
of objectives and items, there is information available
from three different groups of content specialists using
three different judgmental procedures. The data collected
from both studies were examined, where appropriate, with
regard to the following questions:
1. Does the data provide information which can be
used to assess the extent to which an item is a
measure of an instructional objective?
2. Is the information obtained reliable in the sense
that there was consitency of agreement amongst the
content specialists?
3. Is the data valid?
Both studies will be examined within the context
of the judgmental procedures. Since, in Study One only
the Hemphill-Westie procedure was used, the discussion of
the data collected for that study will be limited.
4.3.1 The Hemphill-Westie
Categorizing Procedure
For both Studies One and Two, a decision was made
to set the cutoff score for the index of item-objective
congruence, the numerical representation of the Hemphill-
Westie data, to be .70. That is, items having item-
objective congruence indices less than .70 were identified
as not being valid measures of their intended objectives.
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The results of the calculation of these indices are pre-
sented in Tables 4
. 3
. 1 and 4
.
3
. 2 . In Study One. items 3.
4. 7, 8, 9, 10, 15. 18. 19, 20. 26, 31 and 34 from Data
Set One were identified as not being valid measures of
their intended objectives. In Study Two, items 8, 10, 13.
14. 16. 22. 23. 24. 35. 40 and 41 from Data Set Two were
Identified as not being valid measures of their intended
obj ectives
.
The Hemphill-Westie procedure requires that the
content specialists judge each item against all the ob-
jectives. If an item is judged to be a measure of
more than one objective, its
. item-obj ective congruence
index will be lowered. For both studies, the item-
objective congruence indices were always considerably higher
when the items were assessed on the intended objectives
than when they were assessed on the other objectives.
It would thus appear that the content specialists can
make meaningful judgments in the assessment of item val-
idity.
The next analyses were concerned with determining
whether or not acceptable levels of item-objective con-
gruence indices were obtained from reliable data. That
is, were the content specialists consistent in their
judgments? The assessment of the consistency of agree-
ment amongst judges was made by calculating Lu's (1971)
coefficient of agreement discussed in Section 3.3. A
coefficient of agreement was obtained for each objective
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TABLE 4.3.1
Test
Item
VALUES FOR THE INDEX OF ITEM OBJECTIVE
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subgroup for both Data Sets One and Two. The results
are presented in Tables 4
. 3
. 3 and 4 . 3 . 4 . For all
twenty- three objectives, the coefficient of agreements
were significant. These findings lead to an interpreta-
tion that the HemphiU-Westie judgmental data was reli-
able in the sense that there was consistency of agree-
ment amongst the judges.
For the purposes of this study, validity of the
judgmental data is defined as the degree of agreement
between different groups of content specialists assess-
ing item validity through the use of different judgmental
procedures. For Study One, no estimates of validity were
obtained. For Study Two, the degree of agreement was
obtained by correlating two rank orderings of the items
based on the sizes of judgmental statistics calculated
from the categorizing and rating procedures. The first
rank ordering of the items was established by using values
of the index of item objective congruence. The second
rank ordering was established by using values of a
statistic (SD) calculated from the semantic differential
ratings on the items. This statistic was computed using
the following algorithm:
a. Compute the sum (y^) of the ratings for each
item, on the objective to which it was matched,
across content specialists.
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TABLE 4
LU'S COEFFICIENT OF
OBJECTIVE SUBGROUPS
.3.3
AGREEMENT FOR THE
OF DATA SET ONE
Objective
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
Lu's Coefficient statistic (df)
83
86
90
91
88
90
91
94
89
88
91
x2 (819) . 16*
x2 (819) . 13*
(819) .08*
x2 (819) .07*
(819) .10*
x2 (819) . 07*
(819) .08*
x2 (819) . 02*
x^ (819) . 09*
x^ (819) .11*
X2 (819) .08*
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TABLE 4.3.4
LU'S COEFFICIENT OF AGREEMENT FOR THE
OBJECTIVE SUBGROUPS OF DATA SET TWO
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
Objective LU'S Coefficient statistic (df)
.80 x2 (112) = .20*
.83 (128) =
.
16*
.67 (112) = .33*
.57 x2 (128) = .41*
.86 X^ (128) = . 14*
.75 X^ (128) = .25*
.88 X^ (128) = . 11*
.74 X^ (128) = .26*
.83 X2 (128) = . 16*
.88 X^ (112) = . 13*
.83 X^ (128) = . 16*
.83 x^ (112) = . 16*
*p<.01
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Compute the sum (y2) of the ratings for each item
on the remaining objectives across content special
ists
Compute the rank order statistic (SD) from the
ratio of sum one (y;^) to sum two {y^) . For a
rating scale having values from one to k, this
statistic (SD) has a maximum value given as
max (SD) = nk nk = _k_
n(N-l) (k-(k-l) n(N-l) N-1
The minimum value for SD is given
min (SD) = ^ ^ i^
as
n(N-l)k- (N-l)k
where n is the number of content specialists,
N is the number of objectives,
and k is the highest value of the rating scale.
For Study Two, with six objectives per judgmental
subgroup, the maximiam value for the SD statistic is 1 and
the minimum value is .04.
For each of the three subgroups of objectives,
consisting of 16 items each, Spearman's coefficient of
rank difference was calculated between the item-objective
congruence indices and the item SD statistics. The three
Spearman coefficients reported in Table 4.3.5 were statis-
tically significant and above .65, suggesting the substan-
tial agreement as to the quality of test items across the
two methods for judging items.
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TABLE 4.3.5
RANK ORDER CORRELATIONS OF ITEM OBJECTIVE
CONGRUENCE INDICES AND THE SD STATISTIC
FOR DATA SET TWO
Objective
Group Test Items
15 =a IrrtariK
Difference
Correlation
Statistic
A 2, 1, 8, 9, 14, 19, 20,
21, 26, 31, 32, 33, 38,
43, 44, 45
. o ^
B 1, 3, 10, 12, 13, 15,
22, 24, 25, 27, 34, 36,
37, 39, 46, 48
.66 3.30*
C 4, 5, 6, 11, 16, 17, 18,
23, 28, 29, 30, 35, 40,
41, 42, 47
.67 3.38*
*P <. 01
eems
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4.3.2 The Semantic Differ-
ential Rating Procedure
For Study IVo
,
the second judgmental procedure re-
quired that the content specialists assign a semantic
differential like rating of from one to five to an item
depending on whether the item was judged as an irrelevant
or relevant measure of the objective in question. Th
fact that the content specialists consistently rated it
higher on the intended objectives than on the other objec-
tives was taken as an indication that this data did pro-
vide meaningful information for assessing item validity.
However, one problem associated with the use of these
ratings is that they do not provide information on whether
or not the items were judged to be a measure of more than
one objective. Therefore, the SD statistics discussed
previously were computed for the items as it takes into
consideration the ratings assigned to the item for the
other objectives. It was arbitrarily decided that items
having SD values less than .50 would be identified as not
being valid measures of the objectives to which they were
matched. For Data Set Two, items 2, 8, 10, 13, 14, 16,
22, 23, 35, and 40 were identified as invalid.
As assessment of the reliability of these ratings
was made through an examination of the standard deviations
of the ratings of an item and the objective to which it
was matched. With the exception of a few items these
standard deviations were quite small which was an indica-
tion that the content specialists were making the same
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ratings on the item. These results are presented in
Table 4.3.6.
4.3.3 The Matching Procedure
For the matching technique the content specialists
were asked to match each item to the objective they felt
it measured. The data collected from the use of this
technique is different from the data collected from the
use of the other two techniques in that the content spe-
cialists were not required to judge each item on all the
obj ectives
.
An (m X n) contingency table of items (m) and
objectives (n) was construct(§d
. The mn cell frequencies
consisted of the number of times content specialists
matched an item to an objective. Discrepancies between
the expected matches and the actual matches were used to
identify invalid items. A minimum criterion that seventy
percent of the content specialists must have correctly
matched an item to an objective before the item could be
declared valid was established. Using this criterion
the results presented in Table 4.3.7 show that for Data
Set Two, items 8, 25, 28, 35, 41, and 47 were identified
as not having item validity. The relatively high number
of correct matches is an indication that this information
can be used to assess item validity.
One means for assessing the reliability of the dat;
collected through the use of a matching technique is to
calculate the amount of agreement between the expected
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TABLE 4.3.6
SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL RATINGS ON THE
TEST ITEMS FROM DATA SET TWO
Test SD Rating
Item Coeff. Mean
Standard
Deviation
Test SD Rating Standard
Item Coeff. Mean Deviation
1 .69 4.8
.46 25
. 79 4
2 .57 4.7 .45 26
. 74 4 fi
3
. 50 4.2 .70 27 .82 4.7 .484
• ox 4 . D
. 52 28 .40 5.0 .005 .78 5.0 .00 29
. 57 4 4 Q c;
6
. 54 4.9 .31 30
. 49 4 8
. o ^
7
. 63 5.0
. 00 31 .70 5 0 nn
8
. 49 4.2 1.21 32 .59 4.7 .45
9
. o u D . U .00 33
. 74 4.6 .4810 .43 4.0 .78 34
. 69 4 . 5 . 53
11 .41 5.0
. 00 35
. 35 4 .
7
.48
12 .56 4.7 .48 36 .66 5.0 . 00
13 .46 4.1 .80 37 .78 4.6 .52
14 .47 4.2 .75 38 .81 5.0 .00
15 .50 4.2 .55 39 .55 4.7 .48
16 .32 4.9 .32 40
. 30 4.7 .48
17 .59 4.2 .70 41 .41 3.9 . 88
18 .51 4.7 .48 42
. 36 3.5 1.27
19 .61 4.7 .45 43 .68 4.7 .45
20 .61 4.5 .50 44 .77 4.8 .40
21 .76 4.8 .40 45 .68 4.7 .45
22 .42 5.0 . 60 46 .54 4.8 .40
23 .42 4.8 .40 47 .51 4.0 . 82
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matches and the actual standard. Light (1971) has
developed a statistic (G) which provides a numerical
representation of this amount of agreement which can be
tested statistically for significance. However, because
of the relatively small number of judgments required of
the content specialists, it was not calculated for this
data.
The data collected using the matching technique
did not lend itself to the assessment of validity as
defined in this study. Therefore, no determination of
the validity of this data was made.
4.3.4 Summary of the Use of
the Judgments of Content
Specialists to Assess
Item Validity
In Section 4.3, three techniques for collecting
and analyzing the judgments of content specialists as a
means for assessing item validity were discussed. All
three techniques were shown to provide information which
can be used to ascertain if an item is a measure of an
objective. However, there were differences in the types
of data which were collected through the use of these
techniques. For example, there were many more low SD
statistics than low item-objective congruence indices
for the same items. This is an indication that the
content specialists when using the semantic differential
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rating procedure judged the items to be relevant measures
of objectives other than the intended ones more often
than when using the categorizing procedure. It appears
that these two procedures are tapping different dimen-
sions
.
Given the task of judging which items are measure
of intended objectives, the Hemphill-Westie procedure
is recommended over the other two techniques. Two state-
ments are offered in support of this recommendation.
One, the numeric representation of the data, the index
of item objective congruence, provides a meaningful
interpretation of the extent to which an item is judged
to be a valid measure of the intended objective. Two,
there are means for determining the reliability and val-
idity of the data collected. Further, these methods can
be tested for significance.
There are drawbacks to the use of the Hemphill-
Westie procedure which could be rectified through the
use of other judgmental techniques. These drawbacks
are given as follows:
1. It cannot be used to collect information on such
topics as quality of the item, and type of dis-
tractors
.
2, The dimensionality of the data must be known in
advance of its use.
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3. Its administration is quite time consuming parti-
cularly if the numbers of items and of objectives
are large.
Thus, before selecting the type of judgmental
procedure to use. the test constructor should take into
consideration the information desired and the resources
available and then choose the most appropriate procedure.
4.4 Conclusions in the Examination
of Two Approaches Used in the
Assessment of Item Validity
In this chapter two approaches, empirical analy-
ses and the judgments of content specialists, were used
to determine whether individual items in two sets of
items were valid measures of their intended objectives.
It was determined that empirical analyses could not be
used to establish item validity in and of themselves.
On the other hand, on the basis of information presented
it was concluded that the judgment of content special-
ists could not be used to assess item validity without
other forms of verification either. At this point an
attempt will be made to integrate and summarize the re-
sults obtained from the use of both of these methods.
An examination of the results of rejected items
(see Table 4.4.1) shows that the two approaches did not
consistently identify the same items. For example for
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Data Set One, only seven out of a total of twenty- three
invalid items were identified by both methods. While
for Data Set Two, only one out of eleven invalid items
was identified by both methods.
It would appear that these two methods for
assessing item validity are based on different criteria
and therefore provide different information on the items.
If this is the case, then one would have to consider the
use of both procedures when assessing item validity. In
order to examine this possibility a review of the items
identified as invalid was conducted. This review re-
vealed the following:
1. Items identified as valid by both procedures
could be placed into two groups. In the first
group, the items had the same content form and
response mode both within and across objective sub-
tests. In the second group, items within the same
objective subtest were dissimilar in content and
appeared to require different levels of knowledge
for correct responses. With regard to the items
from the first group, the low judgmental values
were caused by the content specialists rating items
of similar content as being measures of more than
one objective. There was no systematic cause for
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TABLE 4.4.1
SUMMARY OF REJECTED TEST ITEMS
FOR DATA SETS ONE AND TWO
Data
Set Analysis Rejected Test Items
One Empirical Cnnr^ "i "i r>n
Condition
Condition
X
2
3
• 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 10, 11,
14, 19, 39
• 2, 3, 6, 9, 17, 19,
20, 23, 30, 32
: 1, 4, 14, 21, 22, 23,
24, 25, 30
Judgemental 3, 4, 7, 8
26, 31, 34
r 9, 10, 15, 18, 19, 20,
Two Empirical Examinee Group
I II III
Condition 1: 3,27,32, 8,12,20, 20,27,
36,39, 22,24,27, 26,48
48 36,38
Condition 2: 3,20,32, 8,12,24, 24,36,
36,48 27,36, 48
39,48
Condition 3: 3,22,34, 3,15,20, 3,15,
44,46 32,34, 44,46
44,46
Judgemental Categorizing: 8, 10, 13, 14, 16, 22,
23, 24, 35, 40, 41
Rating: 2, 8, 10, 13, 14, 16, 22,
24, 35, 40
Matching: 8, 25, 28, 35, 41, 47
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the rejection of these items through empirical
analyses. With regard to the second group of
items, the low judgmental ratings were caused by
the content specialists rating items as not being
measures of the intended objectives. As with the
first group of items, there was not systematic
empirical cause for their rejection.
2. Items identified as invalid only by the use of
the judgments of content specialists were differ-
ent in content from other items within the same
objective subtest and were therefore judged not to
be measures of their intended objectives.
From these results and other findings in Chapter IV,
two conclusions have been reached. One, the rejection of
the same item by both methods for assessing item validity
is not due to the use of the same item information but to
compound deficiencies in the item to which both methods
were sensitive. Two, while the use of judgments of content
specialists is in and of itself an effective means for
assessing which items are measures of their intended objec-
tives, this approach is insensitive to item deficiencies
due either to poor construction procedures or an inter-
action with type or level of instruction. Thus, the infor-
mation provided by this approach must be augmented by
information obtained from the use of empirical analyses.
CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR
FURTHER RESEARCH
5.1 Introduction
In the first four chapters, the importance of
establishing item validity for criterion-referenced tests
was delineated; proposed solutions were offered; and the
results of empirical investigations were discussed. The
pruposes of this final chapter are to interpret the em-
pirical results, to discuss the limitations of the study,
to suggest future research, and to propose models for
developing valid criterion-referenced tests. On this
last point, these test construction models will utilize
the approaches to assessing item validity discussed in
the study.
5.2 Interpretation of the
Empirical Results
Empirical data were collected on two of the three
proposed approaches to assessing item validity: the use
of empirical analyses and the judgments of content spe-
cialists. With regard to the use of empirical analyses,
there were a number of important findings obtained from
the process of trying to ascertain whether or not items
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from two distinct data sets were valid measures of their
intended objectives.
First, two of the empirical conditions, two and
three, as initially set forth did not provide useful data
and accordingly were modified. The revised condition two
is as follows: items which measure the same objective
should have certain similar statistical indices and other
desirable characteristics such as being "positively dis-
criminating
.
"
It was suggested that the indices used to assess
item similarity should not be correlational in nature
(indices based on the least-squares loss function) but
instead should be indices which are concerned with exami-
nee performance across testing occasions. Examples of
such indices are the KI coefficient (Sabers and Kania,
1972) and Popham' s (1971) median chi-square test.
Condition three was modified to take into consid-
eration that it is unrealistic to assume that criterion-
referenced test data will have simple structure, as typi-
cally such tests are designed to measure examinee per-
formance on a set of objectives that are related in a
hierarchical fashion.
Therefore, condition three was revised to read as
follows: items measuring the same objective should corre-
late at least as high with each other as with items measur-
ing other objectives.
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A few words of caution are in order concerning
condition three. If the test constructor discovers items
which correlate highly even though they measure different
objectives, the instructional objectives should be reviewed
to ensure that the items are tapping unique aspects of
the instructional domain and not just assessing the same
information in a different manner. The second finding,
shown through a study employing artificial data, indicates
that the data reduction techniques such as factor analysis
can be used to confirm the dimensional structure of data
having minimal variance. However, the extremely low in-
teritem correlations for such data is an indication that
the results of an exploratory analyses in which the test
constructor does not have a strong feeling for the under-
lying dimensional structure, should be interpreted with
great caution. This call for caution is based on the view
that one cannot be certain whether the low interitem cor-
relations are a function of minimal variance or the lack
of an underlying structure for the data.
With regard to the use of the judgments of content
specialists for assessing item validity, there were also
a number of important findings. First, it was shown that
content specialists can provide meaningful, reliable,
and valid assessments of item validity.
Second, if the task at hand is simply the deter-
mination of whether or not items are measures of their
intended objectives and the dimensional structure of the
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item-objective relationships is known in advance, then
the Hemphill-Westie categorizing procedure with the numeric
representational formula developed in this study was shown
to have certain advantages over the other techniques.
However, if any of the following conditions hold then one
should probably employ a different judgmental technique:
1. The dimensional structure of the data is not
known
.
2. Multiple types of information such as the quality
of the writing is required.
3. The number of items and objectives is quite large.
Three, in order to assess the validity of the judg-
ments of content specialists, data should be collected
on each item from more than one group of specialists em-
ploying more than one type of judgmental technique.
Four, there was a strong degree of relationship
between the index of item-objective congruence and Lu's
coefficient of agreement. This relationship would seem
to indicate that for small applications such as in a
classroom setting, one can avoid the involved calculations
for Lu's coefficient and still insure that the data is
reliable by setting a high cutoff score for the index of
item-objective congruence.
While the separate findings relating to both ap-
proaches to assessing item validity are important, more
crucial to the purposes of this study are findings ob-
tained through an integration of the information provided
by both techniques.
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The first of these findings is that the use of
empirical analyses alone cannot provide both necessary
and sufficient conditions for establishing item validity.
This was demonstrated in two ways. One, even though the "
items in Data Set T^.o were constructed through the use of
item forms and thereby were given inherently a direct re-
lationship to their intended objectives, a number of these
items were identified as invalid through empirical analyses.
Two, items identified as invalid by the content specialists
were not so identified by the use of empirical analyses.
The second finding is that while the use of the
judgments of content specialists provide sufficient infor-
mation for assessing item validity, such a technique does
not ensure that the item will have desirable statistical
characteristics. This was demonstrated by the fact that a
number of items declared valid by content specialists were
identified as invalid by empirical analyses.
5.3. Models for the Construction
of Criterion-Referenced Tests
Based on the Use of Item
Validation Procedures
The fundamental premise underlying the material
in this section is that practitioners constructing criterion-
referenced tests have one of two primary purposes: the
estimation of the examinee's mastery score; or the assign-
ment of the examinee to a mastery state. In order to
achieve one of these purposes, the practitioner must
generalize from actual test results to the content domain
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being tested. If this generalization is to be meaningful
the test items must be representative as random subsets
of the universe of items from the content domain. As a
matter of practical consequence, two means for satisfying
this requirement are the use of item generation procedures
and less rigid item construction strategies such as ampli-
fied objectives provided the question of whether these
strategies do indeed produce a homogeneous set of items
is empirically examined.
In this section, two models for the construction
of criterion-referenced tests will be presented. For
model one it will be assumed that extensive resources are
available to the test constructor for developing and vali-
dating test items. Such an assumption is usually met in
large curriculum projects. For model two, it will be
assumed that the test constructor {e.g., the classroom
teacher) is limited in both the time and resources he or
she has to devote to test development. The major objec-
tive of both test construction models is to increase the
reliability and validity of criterion-referenced test
data through the identification, reduction and elimina-
tion of sources of error relating to criterion-referenced
test items. Four examples of sources of error which ef-
fect the interpretation of criterion-referenced test
results are:
1. Items are not measures of their intended objectives
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Items which are measures of their intended objec-
tives have undesirable statistical characteristic
Items which are measures of the same objective
have different statistical characteristics.
The ability level of examinees and quality of
instruction differentiality effects the item
characteristics
.
5.3.1 Test Construction
Model One
For model one, it has been assumed that time and
amount of other resources are not limited and that an
important goal is the development of a bank of valid items
for a particular content domain. Under these circumstances,
there would be a large number of items to validate. If
as should be the case, the items were written using item
writing guidelines, then the validation study should be
concerned with evaluating the forms. Each item form should
have the same number of items; therefore, some objectives
will be represented by more items than others, in the sit-
uation where more than one item form has been developed
for some objectives.
In order to validate these item forms, two separ-
ate studies should be conducted. One study would be used
to collect judgmental data from content specialists and
the other to collect empirical data from examinee reference
groups.
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For the study to collect judgmental data, it is
recoimended that more than one judgmental technique be
used and that multiple types of information on each item
form be collected. Further, it is suggested that each
item form be represented by at least two items so that
more than one judgment per form be available for analysis.
The goal of this type of study will be to validate the
item form rather than the individual items. The following
paradigm provides an example of how a judgmental study
can be organized.
Technique
1. Hemphill-
Westie
(Categorizing)
2. Rating
Type of
Information
1. Item-
objective
match
1. Item-
objective
match
2. Quality
of item
writing
3. Difficulty
of item
Assessment Assessment
of of
Reliability Validity
1. Lu's co- 1. Correlate
efficient with
of agree- rating
ment data
1. Standard 1. Correlate
deviations with
of rating category
data
2. Correlate
with
empirical
data
The following set of rules can be used to apply
the data collected from such a judgmental study:
1. If the index of item-objective congruence (IC) is
less than the acceptable cutoff level but the
rating value (S) is above the acceptance level,
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examine the instructional objectives for potential
overlap.
2. If IC and S are less than the acceptable cutoff
levels, revise the item form.
3. If IC is greater than the cutoff value and S is
below the cutoff value, there may be a problem
with the judgmental data. That is, the content
specialists may be using different criteria for
both techniques in judging the item forms.
For the study to collect empirical data, it is
recommended that a repeated measure design which can iso-
late the effects due to instruction be used. Ideally,
three measures, corresponding to pre-, post-, and delayed
post-test instructional occasions should be obtained from
the examinee groups. The unit of measurement must be the
objective subtest scores not total test scores for each
examinee. The major factor of interest is the effects
due to instruction.
The absence of an instructional main effect for
any objective subtest should preclude any item analyses
on the related items. The essence of this discussion is
that empirical analyses relating to the items must take
into consideration the context in which the data are
collected. Otherwise, a straightforward application of
the empirical conditions may result in a number of false
decisions concerning the items. Once, the preliminary
analyses have been conducted various rules could be
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applied to the items in order to identify which of then,
are in need of revision.
Once these analyses have been conducted, the
following rules could be applied to the data:
1. If the average difference index (DI)
, obtained by
summing across items within an item form is less
than the average gain for other item forms within
the same objective subgroup or the average gain
for all the item forms, revise the item form.
2. If the average KI coefficient obtained by summing
across items within an item form is less than
.80,
revise the item form.
3. If Cochran's Q statistic, calculated for the items
within an item form, is significant, revise the
item form.
4. If any of the discrimination indices for the items
from the post- and delayed post-test data within
an item form are negative, revise the item form.
5. If the factor loadings for items from the post-test
data within an item form appear to be different
for the same common factor, revise the item form.
6. If the items from the post- test data within an
item form load on the same factor as items from
other objective subgroups, examine both the item
forms and objectives to determine if different
aspects of the content domain are being tapped.
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The rules listed above were applied to the item
forms for each objective subgroup. Since each item form
by definition should produce a very homogeneous set of
items, and since the judgments of the content specialist
would have already been used as an initial screening, the
empirical condition should be rigorously applied in order
to identify problem item forms.
5.3.2 Test Construction
Model Two
As has been previously indicated, for test con-
struction model two, it has been assumed that the test
constructor's time and resources are limited. Other fac-
tors which must be taken into consideration are:
1. Items are rarely written according to any guide-
lines or formats.
2. In many situations, few practitioners conduct item
analyses or examine item properties such as dif-
ficulty indices.
3. Incorrect responses to items are mostly attributed
to lack of knowledge on the examinee's part rather
than to sources of error in the item.
Taking these factors and previously stated assump-
tions into consideration, for a test construction model
to be of practical use, it must:
1. Require no sophisticated statistical analyses or
significant increases in time to implement;
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2. Provide a means of not only determining whether or
not items are measures of their intended objec-
tives but also for establishing a degree of gen-
eralizability by requiring that items measuring
the same objective be relatively homogeneous with
regard to content, response mode, and type of
distractors.
The use of the judgments of content specialists
assumes a role of particular importance for test construc-
tion model two as typically little empirical analyses are
conducted in classroom settings. It is suggested that
items written or selected from prepared sources be judged
on two separate levels; the extent to which an item is a
measure of an objective; and the extent to which items
measuring the same objectives have similar content, type
of distractors, level of difficulty and response mode.
An academic department would have to cooperate to effec-
tively implement this suggestion as in effect each item
would have to receive multiple judgments. One way to
utilize judgmental procedures would be to split the con-
tent specialists into two groups and have one group judge
the items on the extent to which an item is a measure of
its intended objective and the second group judge them on
relevant characteristics. Two of the judgmental techni-
ques discussed in this study, the Hemphill-Westie categor-
izing procedure, and the semantic differential rating pro-
cedure could be used to collect this dual set of information
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In the first phase, the items should be judged across
all negatives. In the second phase, the items measuring
the same objectives should be judged against each othe
as to their similarity on a number of important char
teristics
.
r
ac-
Empirical analyses should be used but not to the
extent that they are used in test construction model one.
This de-emphasis of empirical analyses as a means for
assessing item validity is an acknowledgement that teachers
rarely collect the type of data required for such analyses.
Further, even when teachers do collect the required data,
limitations on time and statistical sophistication prevent
them from effectively utilizing the data.
The following rules are suggested as the essence
of test construction model two.
1.- If the Hemphill-Westie index of item-objective
congruence is less than .80 eliminate the item
from the item pool.
2. If an item is rated as more difficult than other
items within the same objective subgroup, revise
the item.
3. If an item is judged to be poorly written, revise i
4. If the distractors of an item are judged to be
different for items of similar content, revise them
5. If items within the same objective subgroup have
different content or response mode, cluster them
on the basis of item form if possible. In any
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event, identify such items so that they will not
be empirically analyzed together.
For the following rules, all analyses can be done
on the post-test data only.
6. If items within an objective subgroup have diffi-
culty levels less than the average item difficulty
levels of other objective subgroups, review the
instructional material as well as examine the items
7. If an item has a difficulty level which is differ-
ent from the other items of similar content with
the objective subgroup, revise it.
8. If the average KI coefficient for an objective
subgroup is lower than .80, examine the item pre-
cision indices. Any items with precision indices
less than .80 should be revised.
9. If a measure of item discrimination for an item
is negative, revise the item.
10. If the item has been used previously, compare the
item data. Discrepancies may provide same insight
as to the impact of instruction.
5.4 Limitations and Suggestions
for Future Research
While this study, in addressing the problem of
assessing item validity for criterion-referenced tests
has provided important findings, the analyses were con-
ducted after the items had been administered to examinees.
Therefore, the task remains to ascertain whether the
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recommendations and methodological considerations discussed
in this study can be used to construct criterion-referenced
tests that provide more valid data than tests constructed
without the benefit of this information.
An additional area of concern is the relatively
low performance levels on the tests from both Data Sets
One and TVo
.
It is apparent that the students had a great
deal of difficulty with the instructional material. This
difficulty may have been a function of the amount of time
the examinees had to study the material. Future studies
should seek to analyze items in situations where the
mastery levels for the instryctional materials are both
known and varied.
The results concerning the use of content special-
ists as a means for assessing item validity were very
encouraging. However, there is a need for much more
developmental work to deal with the many methodological
issues which were identified in this study. Some examples
of these issues are
:
1. How to match judgmental techniques with informa-
tion requirements?
2. How meaningful are the judgments of content special-
ists on areas such as quality of writing and level
of difficulty of the item?
3. How to assess the reliability and validity of the
data?
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Research to provide answers to questions such as
those posed above should become an integral part of any
developmental work in the area of item validation for
criterion-referenced tests.
5.5 Conclusions
While there is no denying that the objectives-based
instruction movement has been accepted by educators as a
constructive innovation, many problems hinder effective
implementation. For example, few practitioners receive any
training in test construction and those that do usually
receive it on norm-referenced measured rather than criterion-
referenced measures. Also, there has been a shortage of
guidelines relating to constructing and validating items
for criterion-referenced tests that are used in objectives-
based instructional programs. In this study, procedures
have been set forth to ascertain whether or not an item
is a measure of its intended objective (item validity).
These procedures thus represent an important theoretical
development and a practical means for enabling practitioners
to construct tests suitable for criterion-referenced inter-
pretations of examinee performance.
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Insttuctional Obiectives
1. Given a substance, the student will be able to identify it as a
ixture by its characteristics.
2. Given the atomic number and weight of an element, the student
will be able to select the correct Bohr atomic diagram.
3. Using the Periodic Table, the student will be able to determine
the most common valence or oxidation number of an element.
4. Given the chemical formula for the molecule, the student will
be able to determine the number of atoms in the molecule.
5. Using the Periodic Table, the student will be able to determine
the change in the electron configuration when an atom becomes an ion.
6. Given a substance, the student will be able to identify it as a
compound by its characteristics.
7. Given a substance, the student will be able to identify it as an
element by its characteristics.
8. Given a table of radicals and a Periodic Table, the student will
be able to select the correct chemical formula for a compound.
9. Given the Bohr model of the atom and the Periodic Table, the
Student will be able to identify the atom.
10. Using the Periodic Table, the student will be able to classify
an element as a metal or nonmetal.
11. Usinj the Periodic Table, the student will be able to determine
certain characteristics of an atom such as atomic number, atomic mass or
weight, number of protons, electrons or neutrons.
-A2-
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Item Validation Questionnaire
This questionnaire is administered as part of a research project that
is designed to study th. problem of item validation. Primarily we are
interested in the extent to which science teachers and other qualified
people are able to match the items in a science pool to the particular
instructional objectives that they supposedly measure. Clearly, among curri-
culuE evaluatcrs and evaluators of student achievement this is one of the
most basic and important questions to ask since unless there is a detectable
match between a test item and an instructional objective there is little
that can be inferred about mastery level of a student on the objective from
his performance on the particular test item.
In this task there are 11 objectives listed on page 2 of the handout
and 40 test items presented in the attached test. Your task is to match
each item with each of the instructional objectives. You will indicate
your answers by assigning one of the following ratings for each item
relative to each objective:
1 - if you feel the item is definitely a neasure of the objective
0 - if you cannot make a decision whether the item is a measure of
objective
-1 - if you feel the item is definitely not a measure of the objective
Read each item carefully then mark your answers in the appropriate
spots on the answer sheet.
It is possible that some items will no^ measure any of the objectives.
Also, some items may measure more than one of the objectives.
Before you begin the task be sure to read the 11 instructional
objectives carefully.
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Name: ^
(Please Print) " :
ANSWER SHEET
, «
Objective
Item 1 2 ^ A c r
,
^
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31
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34
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_____
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_____
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_______
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Science IPI-Tests
Instructional Module-The Structure of Matter
1. Of the -ollowing substances, the best example of a compourid is
(1) hy.'.rogen (2) dirt (3) gold (4) water
2. Which of the following substances is a compound?
(1) ox>gen (2) sugar (3) iron (A) brass
3. Which of the following substances cannot be broken dov;n by any chemical
process?
(1) water (2) salt (3) air (A) iron
A. Which of the following substances is an element?
(1) sugar (2) phosphorous (3) carbon monoxide (A) milk
5. Of the following substances, the best example of a mixture is
(1) hydrogen (2) dirt (3) gold (A) water
6. Of the following substances, the best example of a mixture is
(1) air (2) silver (3) water (A) salt
-A6-
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7. Wl ich one of the following cannot be broken do;^ into nnythinp, simplerby ordinary chenlcal means?
(]) an element (2) a mixture (3) a compound (A) all of them
8. Which of the following is made up of more than one material with no
definite proportions in their composition?
i
(1) an element (2) a mixture (3) a compound (4) all of i.hem
9. Which of the following is made up of only one kind of atom?
(1) an element (2) a mixture (3) a compound (A) all of then
10. An unknown substance occurs as a powder which appears light green in
color. VJhen a student places the powder in v;ater, he finds that some
of the powder dissolves, forming a green solution. However, the rest
of the substance will not dissolve and settles to the bottom as a
white powder. If no chemical reaction occurred, the substance was most
likely
(1) an element (2) a compound (3) a mixture (4) an inert material
11. The atomic number of chlorine is
(1) 17 (2) 18 (3) 35 (A) 36
12. The number of protons in an atom of nitrogen is
(1) 7 (2) 14 (3) 28 (A) 31
13. The number of electrons in an atom of sodium is
(1) 11 (2) 12- (3) 19 (A) 23
3 4. The number of neutrons in an atom of fluorine is
(1) 9 (2) 10 (3) 19 (4) 20
15. In any atom, the number of electrons is
(1) equal to the num.ber of neutrons.
(2) greater than the number of protons.
(3) less than the number of protons.
(4) equal to the. number oi protons.
-AV-
IS. The uunibcr of neutrons In an atom of noon is
(1) 7 (2) 10 (3) lA (A) 20
17. The nuroer of electrons in an atom of iodine is
(1) 5: (2) 73 (3) 77 (A) 127
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18. What is the atomic weight of an element containing 10 protons, 15
neutron.;, and 10 electrons?
(1) 10 (2) 15 (3) 25 (A) 35
19. What is the charge on the nucleus of an atom which contains A protons,
6 neutrors, and A electrons?
(1) 0 (2) +2 (3) +A (A) +8
20. The particle in the atom which has weight and an electric^.l charge of +1 is t;
(1) electron (2) proton (3) nucleus (A) neutron
2.L, Which of the following is most likely to be the structure of the nucleus
of fluorine, atomic number 9?
(1) 18 protons, 18 neutrons
(2) 9 protons, 10 neutrons
(3) 18 protons, 9 neutrons
(A) 19 protons, 19 neutrons
22. Magnesium has an atomic number of 12 and an atonic weight of 2A.
of these diagrams represents an atom of magnesium?
\7hlch
(1) (3)
> (©};
(2)
•
(4)
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23. The atomic number of a certain elei^ent is 5. Its atonic w( ight is 11Which of these diaarans represents an atom of this element'
/
N \
/
(3)
I 1
(2) (A)
t
Ik. The diagram at the right represents a Bohr model of an atom. What type
of atom is it? ^
(1) sulfur
(2) sodium
(3) o:ygen
• (4) cl.lorine
\
i \
I
' J
25. The diagram at the right represents the Bohr model of an atom of
(1) helium
(2) beryllium
(3) carbon
(A) hydrogen
26. In general, atoms with 3 electrons in the outer shell belong to which
of the following categories?
(1) nonmetals (2) inert gases (3) metals (A) none of these
-A9-
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27. The elements in group II of the Periodic Table a
(1) metals (2) nonmetals (3) inert gases (4) none of these
28. The following choices represent electron configurations of different
atoms. Which represents an atom of" a metal?
(1) 2-8-6 (2) 2-8-8-7 (3) 2-8-18-18-4 (4) 2-8-3
29. The oxidation or valence number of carbon is usually
(1) +1 (2) +2 (3) +3 (4) +4
30. The oxidation or valence number of calaium is usuallv
(1) +1 (2) +2 (3) +3 (4) +4
31. The oxidation or valence number of aluminum is +3. This means that,
In a chemical reaction, aluminum may
(1) gain 5 electrons (3) give away 5 electrons
(2) gain 3 electrons (4) give away 3 tlectroas
32. How does a fluoride ion differ from a fluorine atom ?
(1) it has more electrons (3) it has fewer electrons
(2) it has more neutrons (4) it has a positive charge
33. Calcium is the element with atomic number 20, How many electrons would
there be in an ion of calcium?
(1) 17 (2) 18 (3) 20 (4) 40
34. When an atom loses an electron, it becomes an ion with a charge of
(1) (2) -1 (3) +1 (4) +2
35. How many atoms are there in a molecule of calcium phosphate, Ca^CPO^)^?
(1) 5 (2) 9 (3) 10 (4) 13
36. How many atoms are there in a molecule of ammonium phosphate, (NH^)^P0^7
(1) 6 (2) 7 (3) 13 (4) 20
-AlO-
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37. How many hydrogen atoms are 'there in 2H 0?
(1) 1 (2) 2 (3) 4 (4) 8
For items (38-40) select the correct cheitilcal formula for the tt iterial listed
38. Sodium phosphate (1) NaPO (2) Na PO (3) Na.PO. (4) Na (PO )
^ ^4 34 242
39. Calcium nitrate (1) CaNO^ (2) Ca^NO^ (3) CaCNO^)^ (0 CaCNO^)^
40. Potassium sulfate (1) K,SO, (2) i:(SO,). (3) KSO, (4 kJo,
^ H H L 4 3 4
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Instructional Objectives
1. Given a substance or its characteristics, the student will
be able to identify it as a compound.,
2. Using the Periodic Table, the student will be able to deter-
mine the atomic weight and atomic number of an atom.
3. Given the Bohr model of an atom and the Periodic Table, the
student will be able to identify the atom.
4. Using the Periodic Table, the student will be able to deter-
mine the change in the electron configuration number (s) when an
atom becomes an ion.
5. Given a substance or its characteristics, the student will
be able to identify it as an element.
6. Using the Periodic Table of the elements, the student will
be able to determine the number of protons, electrons and neutrons
of an atom.
7. Using the Periodic Table, the student will be able to classify
a given element as a metal or nonmetal.
8. Given the chemical formula for the molecule, the student
will be able to determine the number of atoms in a molecule.
9. Given a substance or its characteristics, the student will
be able to identify it as a mixture.
10. Given the atomic number and atomic weight of an element,
the student will be able to select the correct Bohr atom diagram.
11. Using the Periodic Table, the student will be able to deter-
mine the most common oxidation or valence number of an element.
12. Given a table of radicals and a Periodic Table, the student
will be able to select the correct chemical formula for a -compound.
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ITEM VALIDATION QUESTIONNAIRE
a re-
This questionnaire is being administered as a part of
search project that is designed to study possible ways for
determining item validity. Item validity has to do with the extent
to which a test item measures an instructional objective. Pri-
marily, we are interested in the opinions of science teachers and
other qualified people on the appropriateness of a set of test items
for measuring some science objectives. Clearly, the problem of item
validity is an important one for classroom teachers since it is essen-
tial to establish the validity of a test item before it is used in
a classroom test.
One important question concerns the best approach for collecting
your evaluative judgements of a set of test items. In this ques-
tionnaire you will be given an opportunity to use three different
approaches. Through our research we hope to establish which of the
three is the best.
The questionnaire is divided into three sections: In each sec-
tion is a set of directions describing an approach for rating the
test items, a list of six science objectives, 16 test items, and an
answer sheet.
Please go ahead now and complete the questionnaire.
-B3-
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Item Validation Task
-Approach 1-
In this section of the questionnaire, your task is to judge the
relationships among 16 test items and six instructional objectives.
For each of the 16 items, indicate the extent to which you feel it
is a relevant measure of each objective. That is, your task is to
indicate how relevant or appropriate you feel each item is as a
measure of each of the objectives. Use the rating scale below:
1-Irrelevant 2-Slightly 3-Somewhat 4-Relevant 5-Highly
relevant relevant relevant
Before you begin the rating task be sure to read the six in-
structional objectives and the 16 test items on the next few pages
very carefully. Then go ahead and mark your ratings for each item
on the answer sheet for approach one.
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Objectives
-Form A-
ItlTtl it"l"T""" characteristics, the student will beable to dentify it as a compound.
"^^^^^ Elements, the student will be ableto determine the atomic weight and atomic number of an atom
abirtf °^ ^ molecule, the student will beble o determine the number of atoms number of an atom.
Using the Periodic Table, the student will be able to classify agiven element as a metal or nonmetal.
Given a table of Radicals and a Periodic Table the student willbe able to select the correct chemical for a compound.
Given a substance or its characteristics, the student will be
able to identify it as a mixture.
-B5-
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Test Items
-Form A-
1. Which or the following substances is an example of a mixture?
(1) air (2) gold (3) oxygen (!;) water
^*
ISLh^nf*?h^ i.^r^'i'^ °^ Periodic Table belong toWhich of tne following categories?
(1) metals (2) nonmetals (3) inert gases (k) none of these
3. How many oxygen atoms are there in 2H2O?
(1) 1 (2) 2 (3) k ik) 8
(1) Pi-otons (2) neutrons (3) nucleus (k) electrons
s ?.^r?oriL\^,i:?:^orL^?
( 1 ) metals / <> \ < ^.u
(2) nonmetals i. k!;: .^^^^^^ ^^"^ nonmetals[H.) both metals and nonmetals
5.
6. How many atoms are there in a molecule of (M. ). SiO. ?
(1) 2 (2) 12 (3) 11; (i,) 25
8.
7. V^ich of the following is a mixture?
(1) carbon (2) sugar (3) sodium chloride (k) blood
of^an atomf
following particles is equal to the atomic number
(1) number of neutrons (3) number of protons
Kci) nuraoer of electrons (i;) both (2) and (3) are correct
9. l/hich one of the following is a characteristic of metals?
(1) form negative ions {3) form positive ions
(2) combine with other metals (k) add electrons to the'outer shell
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Which one of the following is not a mixture?
(1) steel (2) cake (3) milk (i^) oil
How many atoms are there in a molecule of sulfuric acid, H SO ?
(1) 3 (2) 7 (3) 9 ik) 10
^
V/hat is the atomic number of sodium?
(1) 11 (2) 19 (3) 23 ih) 39
How many atoms are there in a molecule of calcium hydroxide,
Ca(0H)2 •
(1) 2 (2) 3 (3) k ik) S
Which of the following substances is a mixture?
(1) salt (2) hydrogen (3) dirt (I4.) silver
What is the atomic weight of calcium?
(1) 20 (2) i|0 (3) (kr) 60
In general, atoms with 2 electrons in the outer shell beloncto which of tine following categories?
(1) metals (3) neither metals nor nonmetals
12) nonmetals (1^) both metals and nonmetals
-B7"
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Answer Sheet
(Approach 1)
Remember that you should assign a rating of "1" to "S" ( l =
irrelevant, 2 = slightly relevant, 3 = somewhat relevant. 4 = rele-
vant. 5 = highly relevant) to indicate the extent to which you feel
each item is a relevant measure of each objective.
Item
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
Objective
3 4
16
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Item Validation Task
-Approach 2-
In this section o£ the questionnaire, your task Is again to
Judge the relationships a„ong 16 test lte.s and six Instructional
Objectives. However, m this second approach. Indicate the extent
to which you feel an Item Is a relevant measure of an objective by
using the rating scale below:
3 - If^you feel the Item is definitely a .e...,.„ of the objec-
' "
of The"^^^^^^^ is a measure
1 - If you feel the item is definitely not a of theobjectxve.
Before you begin the rating task be sure to read the six
structional objectives and the 16 test items on the next few pages
very carefully. Then go ahead and mark your ratings for each item
on the answer sheet for approach two.
-B9-
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Objectives
-Form B-
1. Given a table of Radicals and a Periodic Table, the student willbe able to select the correct chemical formula for a compound.
2. Using the Periodic Table, the student will be able to classify agiven element as a metal or nonmetal.
3. Using the Periodic Table, the student will be able to determine
the change in the electron configuration number (s) when an atombecomes an ion.
4. Given a substance or its characteristics, the student will be
able to identify it as a compound.
5. Given the Bohr model of an atom and the Periodic Table, the stu-
dent will be able to identify the atom.
6. Given the atomic number and atom weight of an element, the stu-
dent will be able to select the correct Bohr atom diagram.
-BIO-
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Test Items
-Form B-
1. Nitrogen has an atomic number of 7 and an atomic weight of
111-. Vmich diagram represents an atom of nitrogen?
2. Which atom is represented by the diagram below?
(1) sodium
(2) copper
(3) oxygen
(i^) carbon
3. What is the correct formula for sodium silicate?
(1) NaSiO (2) Na2SiO^ (3) Na^SiO^ (i^) Na^SiO^
4. ^/Thich of the following substances is an example of a compound?
(1) hydrogen (2) oxygen (3) water ik) none of these
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5. What is the correct chenlcal fomula for aluininum hydrxDxide?
(1) AlOH (2) AIOH3
'^^^O^^^a
6. The atomic numb^n n-r ai-, i
weight is 5/ ShLh^o^tirte.^^ 3. Its atomic
of this element? diagrams below represents an atom
7.
8.
(1)
(2)
(3)
TWO or more surpler sijbstances by a chemical reaction?
ik) none of these
9.
10.
(1) element (2) mixture (3) compound
V/hich atom is represented by the dia^am below?
(1) hydrogen
(2) helium
(3) lithium
ik) beryllium
What is the correct formula for sodium carbonate?
(1) NaCO (2) NaCO^ (3) i^a^co^ (k) mco^)^
k?nd^?^J''^ f°^^°?^2? ^ inaterlal made of more than onei d of atom in a definite proportion?
(1) element (2) mixture (3) compound (k) none of these
-B12-
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11.
12.
13.
Which Of the following substances Is an example of a compound?
(1) air (2) silver (3) milkshake (1;) salt
w-alch atom Is represented b, the diagram below?
(1) hydrogen
(2) lithium
(3) helium
ik) carbon
The atomic number of a certain Alomar,*- 4
weight is 19. ^.^hich nf thl
element is 9. Its atomic
of this elem;ntr diagrams below represents an atom
(1)
(2)
(3)
ik)
14. Which atom is represented by the diagram below?
(1) hydrogen
(2) lithium
(3) helium
ik) carbon
15. What is the correct formula for nickel chloride-^
chloride?
H) MCI 11] MCl^ (1) Ni.Cl ih) (NiCl)
-B13-
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Answer Sheet
(Approach 2)
Remember that you should use the following rating scale:
3 - If you feel the item is definitely a measure of the objec-
tive,
2 - If you cannot make a decision whether the item is a measure
of the objective.
1 - If you feel the item is definitely not a measure of the
objective.
Objective
Item 1 2 '3 4 5 6
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
_
9 ^
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
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Item Validation Task
-Approach 3-
In this final section of the questionnaire, the task is some-
what different from that of the first two sections. Proceed in
the following way: First, read the complete list of six objectives
and 16 test items on the next few pages. Then on the answer sheet,
beside each objective number, write in the item numbers corresponding
to the items that you think measure each of the objectives. Keep in
mind that it is possible that some objectives will not be measured
by an^ test items, and that some items will not measure any of the
available objectives.
-B16-
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Objectives
-Form C-
.
Using the Periodic Table of the Elements, the student will be able
to determine the number of protons, electrons, and neutrons of an
atom.
2. Using the Periodic Table, the student will be able to determine
the most common oxidation or valence number of an element.
3. Using the Periodic Table of the elements, the student will be
able to determine the atomic weight and atomic number of an atom.
4. Given the chemical formula for tfie molecule, the student will be
able to determine the number of atoms in a molecule.
5. Given a substance or its characteristics, the student will be
able to identify it as an element.
6. Using the Periodic Table, the student will be able to determine
the change in the electron configuration number (s) when an atom
becomes an ion.
-B17-
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Test Items
-Form C-
1. What l3 the oxidation or valence number of aluminum?
(1) +1 (2) ^2 (3) +3 (i;) +1;
2. Hew many protons, neutrons and electrons are there in an atom of an
element with an atoidc weight of 30 and an atomic number of 12?
(1) 12p l8n 12e (3) 30p 12n 30e
(2) 12p 12n l8e (1^.) l8p 30n 12©
3. What do the "symbols" in the Periodic Table represent?
(1) elements (2) mixtures (3) radicals (14.) compounds
4. How many neutrons are there in an atom of nitrogen?
(1) 7 (2) lU (3) 28 (I^) 31
5. What is the char5;e on the ion formed when an atom gains an
electron?
(1) ^2 (2) -2 (3) +1 -1
6. The oxidation or valence number of calcium is +2, What will
a calcium atcm do in a chemical reaction?
(1) gain 6 electrons (3) give away 6 electrons
(2) gain 2 electrons give away 2 electrons
7. Fluorine is an element with an atomic number of 9. Hew many
electrons would Lhere be in an ion of fluorine?
(1) 7 (2) 8 (3) 9 (i;) 10
8. How many electrons are there in an atan of aluminum?
(1) 13 (2) \h (3) 26 W 27
-BIR-
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9. The oxidation or valence nnmhAT^ r.r ^^^-t
iodine atoT, do in a chen-iSl r^artij^? "^^1
^'
(1) gain 7 electrons (
-k^ ,<
,
(2) gain 1 electron M ^ electronsic„u (j^^) g^^g electron
10. vmich of the following substances le an element?
(1) carbon dioxide (2) zi^c (3) cement (1,) steel
11. Beryllium is an elenent •
electrons would ^^J'ere^'^e W^l^nFbfrklFSi?"-^
(1) 2 (2) k (3) 6 (1+) 9
12. How does a sodium ion differ from a sodium atom?
(1) ion has fewer eleci-pr>n<i ( i\ *
(2) ion has more neutrons M «if<=t'-°"«^iu {i^) ion has a negative charge
c'e^^c^^ prLess?^''"^
substances cannot be broken down by any
(1) salt (2) air (3) gold (i;) water
14. What is the oxidation or valence number of sodium?
(1) +1 (2) >2 (3) +3 (i^) ^.^
15. V/hich one of the following ia not an element?
(1) iron (2) lithium (3) helium (k) none of these
nrut^L^T^d°^lo^l^e"c\^o^sr ^^^^ ^^^^^
(1) 2 (2) 10 (3) 12 (i;) 22
-B19-
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Ansv7er Sheet
(Approach 3)
Beside each objective, indicate the item numbers corresponding
to the items that you feel measure it.
Objective Items Measuring the Objective
1
2
3
4 -
6
-B20-
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Concluding Comments
If you would like to share with us any reactions you had to
the three approaches or suggest any other approaches that you feel
may be useful please indicate them belcLow;
-B21-
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Structure of Matter
Module Test, Form A
This test is designed to determine your knowledge of some
selected science concepts in the area of the "Structure of Matter."
Before beginning the test, print your name in the boxes provided on
the answer sheet. In the space mEirked "TEST" on the answer sheet,
v/rite the letter "A" . Be sure to use a soft-lead pencil for all
narks on the answer sheet.
In completing the test, remember to blacken in the rectangle
helcA-j the number corresponding to your answer and beside the approp-
riate question number on the answer sheet. Be sure to erase ccmpletely
any answers you wish to change.
Please do not try to guess the answers to questions you do not
know the answers for.
Do not rush since you will be aliased enough tine to complete the
test . Please do not m^ke anv marks on the test booklet
.
-B22-
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Which of the following substances is an exainple of a compound?
(1) air (2) silver (3) milkshake (I;) salt
\Vhat is the atomic number of sodium?
(1) 11 (2) 19 (3) 23 ik) 39
Which atom is represented bv the diagram below?
(1) sodium
(2) copper
(3) oxygen
carbon
How does a sodium ion differ from a sodium atom ?
(1) ion has fewer electrons (3) ion has more electrons
(2) ion has more neutrons (i;) ion has a negative charge
Which of the following substances cannot be broken down by any
chemical process?
(1) salt (2) air (3) gold water
Hew many electrons are there in an aton of aluminum?
(1) 13 (2) 11; (3) 26 (U) 27
In general, atoms with 5 electrons in the outer shell belong
to which of the following categories?
(1) metals (3) neither metals nor nonmetals
(2) nonmetals Ik) both metals and nonmetals
How many atoms are there in a molecule of sulfuric acid, H2S0|^?
(1) 3 (2) 7 (3) 9 ik) 10
Which of the following substances is an example of a mixture?
(1) air (2) gold (3) oxygen (U) water
-B23-
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10. Beryllium has an atomic number of Lj. and an atomic weight of
9» Which of the diagrams below represents an atom of beryllium?
(1) (3)
(2) ik)
11« What is the oxidation or valence number of aluminum?
(1) +1 (2) ^2 (3) ^3 ik)
12 • VJhat is the correct chemical formula for aluminum hydroxide?
(1) AlOH (2) AlOH^ (3) Al^OH (I}.) Al(OH)^
13. Which of the following substances is an example of a compound?
(1) hydrogen (2) oxygen (3) water ik) none of these
II4.. Which of the following particles is equal to the atomic number
of an atom?
(1) number of neutrons
(2) number of electrons
(3) number of protons
(i;) both (2) and (3) are correct
15 • Which atom is represented by the diagram belcw?
(1) hydrogen
(2) helium
(3) lithium
Ik) beryllium
-B24-
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16, Fluorine is an element vath an atomic number of 9. How many
electrons would there be In an ion of fluorine?
(1) 7 (2) 8 (3) 9 (1;) 10
17» V;hich of the following substances Is an element?
(1) carbon dioxide (2) zinc (3) cement (!|) steel
Hew many neutrons are there in an atom of nitrogen?
(1) 7 (2) li+ (3) 28 (1^) 31
19« The elements in group VII of the Periodic Table belong to
which of the following categories?
* (1) metals (2) nonmetals (3) inert gases (i^.) none of these
20» How many atoms are there in a molecule of calcium hydroxide,
Ca(0H)2 ?
(1) 2 (2) 3 (3) k ih) $
21* Which of the following substances is a mixture?
(1) salt (2) hydrogen (3) dirt (I4.) silver
22* The atomic number of a certain element is 9. Its atomic
weight is 19. V.liich of the diagrams below represents an atom
of this element?
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23« What is the oxidation or valence number of sodium?
(1) +1 (2) +2 (3) +3 ik)
2l\.» What is the correct formula for sodium carbonate?
(1) NaCO (2) NaCO^ (3) Na^CO^ (i;) Na(C0^)2
25« Which of the following is a material made of more than one
kind of atom in a definite proportion?
(1) element (2) mixture (3) compound (I4.) none of these
26, The atomic weight of an element is approximately equal to the
weight of which of the following particles?
(1) protons (2) neutrons (3) nucleus (J4.) electrons
27. Which atom is represented by th'e diagram below?
(1) hydrogen
(2) lithium
(3) helium
(ij.) carbon
28. What is the charge on the ion formed when an atom gains an
electron?
(1) +2 (2) -2 (3) -^1 W -1
29. What do the "syirbols" in the Periodic Table represent?
(1) elements (2) mixtures (3) radicals (1;) compounds
30 • Ea^J nany protons are there in an atom which contains 12
neutrons and 10 electrons?
(1) 2 (2) 10 (3) 12 (U.) 22
31. Which one of the following is a characteristic of metals?
(^\ form necrative ions (3) ^orm positive ions
(2) combine- w"th other metals (i;) add electrons
to the outer saell
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How many oxygen atoms are there In aH^O?
(1) 1 (2) 2 (3) 1^. (I;) 8
V.Tiich of the following is a mixture?
(1) carbon (2) sugar (3) sodium chloride (i;) blood
Nitrogen has an atomic number of 7 and an atomic weight of
Iq.. V/hich diagram represents an atom of nitrogen?
(1)
(2)
(3)
The oxidation or valence number of iodine is -1. What will an
iodine atom do in a chemical reaction?
(1) gain 7 electrons
(2) gain 1 electron
(3) g^ve up 7 electrons
give up 1 electron
What is the correct formula for nickel chloride?
(I) NlCl (2) NlCl^ (3) Ni^Cl (b) (NiCl)^
Which of the following is a substance that can only be
broken
down into two or mor^ simpler substances bv a chemical
reaction.
(1) element (2) mixturo (3) compound (1;)
none of these
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What is the atomic weight of' calcium?
(1) 20 (2) kO (3) kS ik) 60
Which atom is represented by the diagram below?
(1) hydrogen
(2) lithium
(3) helium
(4) carbon
Beryllium is an element with an atomic nuirber of U. How many
electrons would there be in an ion of beryllium?
(1) 2 (2) k (3) 6 ik) 9
V/hich one of the following is not an element?
(1) iron (2) lithium (3) helium (1;) none of these
Hew many protons, neutrons and electrons are there in an atom of an
element with an atonic weight of 30 and an atomic nuinber of 12?
(1) 12p l8n 12e
(2) 12p 12n l8e
(3) 30p 12n 30e
Ck) l6p 30n 12©
In general, atoms with 2 electrons in the outer shell belong
to which of the following categories?
(1) metals
(2) nonmetals
(3) neither metals nor nonmetals
both metals and nonmetals
How many atoms are there in a molecule of ( I.''H|^)|^SiO^?
(1) 2 (2) 12 (3) 11; ik) 25
Which one of the following is not a mixture?
(1) steel (2) cake (3) milk (I4.) oil
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The atomic number of an Imaginary element Is 3. Its atomic
weight Is 5. Which of the diagrams below represents an atom
of this element?
The oxidation or valence number of calcium is +2. What will
a calcium atan do in a chemical reaction?
(1) gain 6 electrons (3) give away 6 electrons
(2) gain 2 electrons (i;) give away 2 electrons
What is the correct formula for sodium silicate?
(1) NaSiO (2) Na SiO (3) Na.SiO Na.SiO
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Structure of Matter
Module Test, Form B
..1. I / designed to determine your knowledge of someselected science concepts in the area of the "Structure of Matter."Before beginning the test, print your name in the boxes provided onthe answer sheet. In the space marked "TEST" on the answer sheetwrite the letter "B". Be sure to use a soft-lead pencil for aUmarks on the answer sheet. *
In completing the test, remember to blacken in the rectanglebelow the number corresponding to your answer and beside the approp-
riate question number on the answer sheet. Be sure to erase completely
any answers you wish to change.
Please do not try to guess the answers to questions you do notknow the answers for.
Do not rush since you will be allowed enough time to complete the
test. Please do not make any marks on the test booklet.
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!• Which of the following substances is a compound?
(1) sodium (2) mercury (3) tin (i;) amido chloride
2* What is the atomic number of zinc?
(1) 20 (2) 30 (3) hS W 65
3. V/hat atom is represented by the diagram below?
(1) oxygen
(2) fluorine
(3) potassium
none of these
hr* How does an oxygen ion differ from an oxygen atom?
(1) ion has fewer electrons (3) ion has more electrons
(2) ion has more protons none of these
S- Which of the following substances cannot be broken down by
a chemical reaction?
(1) water (2) glass (3) dirt potassium
6. How many electrons are there in an atom of iodine?
(1) 51 (2) 73 (3) 77 (i^.) none of these
7» In general, atoms with 1 electron in the outer shell belong
to which of the following categories?
(1) metals (3) neither metals nor nonmetals
(2) nonmetals (1+) both metals and nonmetals
8. How many atoms are there in a molecule of NH|^OH?
(1) 1 (2) k (3) b W 1
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9« Which of the following is a mixture?
(1) sugar (2) ateam (3) carbon (Li.) butter
10. Boron has an atomic nunber of 5 and an atonic V7eight of 10.
the following diagrains below represents an atom of boron?
Which of
(1) (3)
(2)
11. What is the oxidation or valence number of aluminum?
(1) +1 (2) ^2 (3) -^3 ik)
12, What is the correct fomola for magnesium sulfate?
(1) KgSO^ (2) I'^^SO^ (3) Mg(S0^)2 ik) >'k{S0^)3
13» Which of the following is an example of a compound?
(1) lead (2) sodium chloride (3) ammonia ik) lithium
II4.. Which element has an atomic number of 19?
(1) fluorine (2) carbon (3) oxygen (I4.) potassium
15. Which atom is represented by the diagram below?
(1) iron
(2) cobalt
(3) cadmium
(1+) lithium
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16. How many electrons should there be in an Ion of rubidium?
(1) 36 (2) 37 (3) kh ik) none of these
17. Which of the following cannot be broken down by a chemical reaction?
(1) milk (2) sand (3) carbon steel
18. How many neutrons are there in an atom of neon?
(1) 7 (2) 10 (3) Ik ik) 20
19. Elements in group VI of the Periodic Table belon;^ to which
of the following; categories?
(1) metals (2) nonmetnls (3) inert pases none of these
20. How many atoms are there in a molecule of Ca(C10-D)p?
21. Which of the following substances is an example of a mixture?
(1) neon (2) lard (3) copper (U) zinc
22. The atomic number of a certain element is 7« Its atomic
weight is 11. Which of the diagrams below represents an
atom of this element?
(1) 10 (2) 9 (3) 6 ik) 5
(1) (3)
(2)
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23. What Is the usual oxidation or valence number of nitrogen?
(1) +3 (2) -3 (3) -^5 ik) -5
2i]., What is the correct fomula for aTinoniuin bicarbonate?
(1) NH3HCO3 (2) Nd^C03 (3) (NH^)2C0^ W m^^co-^
25. V/hich of the following is an example of a compound?
(1) iron (2) phosphorus (3) glass (1^) oxygen
26. What element has an atomic weight of 12?
(1) carbon (2) magnesium (3) iron steel
27. Which atom is represented by the diagram below?
(1) calcium
(2) vanadium
(3) sodium
(14.) magnesium
28. How does a bromine ion differ from a bromine atom?
(1) ion has fewer electrons (3) ion has more electrons
(2) ion has more neutrons (I4.) ion has fewer protons
29. Which of the following is not an example of an element?
(1) ammonia (2) gold (3) oxygen (I4.) phosphorus
30. Which particle of the atom has an electrical charge of +1?
(1) proton (2) electron (3) neutron none of these
31» Which of the following is a characteristic of nonmetals?
(1) form negative ions (3) form positive ions
(2) combine^ with nonmetals (Ij.) give ud electrons
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32. How many atoms are there in anhydrous aluminum chloride.
2Al(H20)^Cl3? '
(1) 13 (2) 18 (3) 30 (4) ilk
33. Which of the following is an example of a mixture?
(1) silicon (2) hydrogen (3) cream (l).) none of these
3i|.. Aluminum has an atomic number of 13 and an atomic weight of
27» Which of the diagrams below represents an atom of
aluminum?
35. The oxidation or valence number of lithium is I. What will
a lithium atom do in a chemical reaction?
(1) gain 7 electrons (3) gi"^e ? electrons
(2) gain 1 electron ik) R^ve up 1 electron
36, V/hich is the correct chemical formula for barium chlorate?
(1) BalGlO^) (2) BSiiClO^)^^ (3) Ba2(C103) ik) none of these
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37» Which of the following substances is a compound?
(1) ice (2) potassium (3) silicon (i^) pluto
38, What is the atomic weight of gold?
(1) 100 (2) 197 (3) 207 (i;) 212
39. What atom is represented by the diagram below?
(1) silicon
(2) nickel
(3) iron
(I}.) alundnum
14.0. What is the charge on the ion formed when an atom gains
2 electrons?
.(1) 0 (2) +2 (3) -2 ik) none of these
Which one of the following is not an element?
(1) silicon (2) uranium (3) nobelium (i^) none of these
1^2 • How many protons , neutrons and electrons are there in an atom with
an atomic weight of 42 and an atomic number of 17?
(1) 17p U2n 17e (3) 17P 25n 17e
(2) 25p 17n 25« ik) k2p 17n 25«
I4.3. In general, atoms with 7 electrons in the outer shell belong
to which of the following categories?
(1) metals (2) nonmetals (3) inert gases none of these
)|)} , How many atoms are there In a molecule of Pb( 02^^02)
(1) S (2) 11 (3) 29 ik) 32
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Which of the following is an example of a mixture?
(1) iodine (2) mercury (3) e^laas (1+) none of these
The atomic number of an imaginary element is l5. Its atonic
weight is 31. ''/hich of the diagrams below represents an atom
of this element?
The oxidation or valence number of sulfur is -2. What
will a sulfur atom do in a chemical reaction?
(1) gain 6 electrons (3) give up 6 electrons
(2) gain 2 electrons (k) give up 2 electrons
l-Jhat is the correct cheirical formula for alijminum sulfate?
(1) Also. (2) Al^lSO. ) (3) Al2(S0^)^ W ^)0^
-B37-
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Structure of Matter
Module Test, Form C
This test is designed to determine your knowledge of some
selected science concepts in the area of the "Structure of Matter."
Before beginning the test, print your name in the boxes provided on
the answer sheet. In the space marked "TEST" on the answer sheet,
write the letter "C". Be sure to use a soft-lead pencil for all
marks on the answer sheet
.
In completing the test, remember to blacken in the rectangle
below the number corresponding to your answer and beside the approp-
riate question number on the answer sheet. Be sure to erase completely
any answers you wish to change.
Please do not try to guess the answers to questions you do not
know the answers for.
Do not rush since you will be allowed enough time to complete the
test. Please do not make any marks on the test booklet.
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!• Which of the following substances is a compound?
(1) hydrogen (2) dirt (3) gold (i^) water
2. What is the atomic number of chlorine?
(1) 17 (2) 13 (3) 35 ik) 36
3» Which aton is represented by the diagram below?
(1) sulfur
(2) sodium
(3) oxygen
chlorine
ii* How does a fluorine ion differ from a fluorine atom?
(1) ion has more electrons (3) ion has fewer electrons
(2) Ion has more neutrons ion has a positive charge
5« Which of the following substances cannot be broken down by
a chemical reaction?
(1) water (2) salt (3) air (I4.) iron
6« Hew many electrons are there in an atom of c;odiujn?
(1) 11 (2) 12 (3) 19 23
7, In general, atoms with 3 electrons in the outer shell belong
to which of the following categories?
(1) nonraetals (2) inert gases (3) metals ik) none of these
3, How manv atoms are there in a molecule of calcium phosphate,
Ca3(P0^)2?
(1) S (2) 9 (3) 10 (1+) 13
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9« Which of the following substances is an example of a
mixture?
(1) hydrogen (2) dirt (3) gold ik) water
10. Kagnesium has an atomic number of 12 and an atomic weight of
2I|., V.'hich of the diagrams below represents an atom of
magnesi um?
(1) (3)
(2)
11. What is the usual oxidation or valence number of carbon?
(1) -^1 (2) ^2 (3) ^3 (U) +^4-
12. What is the correct chemical foirnula for sodium phosphate?
(1) NaPO^^ (2) Na^PO^ (3) Na^PO^ ^^^2^^\) 2
13. Which of the following substances is a compound?
(1) oxygen (2) sugar (3) iron ik)
brass
lU What is the atomic weight of an element
containing 10 protons,
15 neutrons, and 10 electrons?
(1) 10 (2) 15 (3) 2^ (I^) 35
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15 • What atom is represented by the dia^5?am bela,>7?
(1) helium
(2) beryllium
(3) carbon
hydrogen
16, Calcium is an element with an atomic number of 20. Kow many
electrons would there be in an ion of calcluin?
(1) 17 (2) 13 (3) 20 (i^) kO
17» Which of the followinf^ substances is an element?
(1) sugar (2) phosphorus (3) carbon monoxide (li) milk
18. How nany neutrons are there in an atom of lead?
(1) 82 (2) 207 (3) 239 ik) none of these
19. The elements in p-roup II of the Periodic Table belong to
which of the following categories?
(1) metals (2) nonmetals C3) inert gases none of these
20. How many atoms are there in a molecule of ammonium phosphate,
(U (. {?) 7 CO 1^ (10 20
21. Which of the following substances i8 an example of a mixture?
(1) air (2) silver (3) water ik) salt
22. The atonic number of a certain element is 5. ^f^^^^^^
weight is 11. '-.'nich of the diagrams at the top of the next
page
represents an atom of this element?
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(1)
(3)
(2)
ik)
23« What is the usual oxidation or valence number of calcium?
(1) ^-1 (2) 4-2 (3) ^3 ik)
2l4.»- What is the correct cherrical formula, for calci^Jir. nitrate?
(1) CaNO^ (2) Ga^NO^ (3) Ca(NO^)^ Ca(N0^)2
25« Which of the following is a compound?
(1) sodium (2) carbon dioxide (3) mud (I^.) iron
26. What is the atomic number of magnesium?
(1) 6 (2) 12 (3) 13 ih) 21;
?7. Which atom Is represented by the diagram below?
(1) zinc
( 2 ) nickel
(3) cerium
lU.) none of these
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e?«ctronf ' °^ ^"^^ ^'^"^ ^^^^
(1) -2 (2) -1 (3) ^-1 (i^) ^2
29. Whicli of the folla^ng stjbstances cannot be brcken down into sonBthins
suipler by a chemical reaction?
i^Liiajig
(1) element (2) mixture (3) compound all of these
30. How many protons are there in an atom of nitrogen?
(1) 7 (2) 111 (3) 28 ik) 31
31. Listed belcw are four examples of electron configurations of different
atoms. I'td.ch configuration represents an atom of a rretal?
(1) 2-8-6 (2) 2-8-8-7 (3) 2-8-18-13-5 (I4.) 2-8-3
32. How raany hydrogen atoms are there in 2H2O?
(1) 1 (2) 2 (3) k ik) 8
33 • Which of the follcwing substances consists of several materials in
vSiich the proportions of materials in the substance may vary?
(1) element (2) mixture (3) compound (i|) none of these
3k.» Sulfur has an atomic number of 16 and an atomic weight of 32.
Which of the dia^ams represents an atom of sulfur?
(1) (3)
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(2)
The oxidation or valsnce number of aluminum is +3»
What will an aluminum atom do in a chemical reaction?
(1) gain 5 electrons
(2) gain 3 protons
(3) give up S electrons
(Lj.) give up 3 electrons
What is the correct chemical formula for potassium sulfate?
(1) K^SO^ (2) K(S0^)2 (3) KSO^ W K^SO^
Which of the following is a compound?
(1) iron (2) nitrogen (3) hydrogen peroxide ik) so^P
What is the atomic weight of an element containing 13 protons
li| neutrons and 13 electrons?
(1) 13 (2) 26 (3) 27 ik) kO
VJhich atom is represented b- the diai:;ran below?
(1) carbon
(2) nitroften
(3) oxygen
([|.) none of these
How does a ootassium ion differ from a potassium atom?
(1) ion has more neutrons
(2) ion has more electrons
(3) ion has fewer electrons
ion nas a negative charge
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1^.1 , Which of the following is made up. of only one kind of atom?
(1) element (2) mixture (3) compound all of these
l\.2m How many protons, neutrons, arid electrons are there in an atom of an
element with an atomic weight of 40 and an atomic number of 20?
The elements in group VI of the Periodic Table belong to which
of the following categories?
(1) metals (2) nonmetals (3) both (1) and (2) (1;) none of these
Iji^, How many atoms are there in a molecule of Be^(PO^^)
(1) 1 (2) 5 (3) 13 W 16
k^. An unknown substance appears as a li^t green pcwder. When a student
places the powder in water, he finds that some of the pcwder dissolves,
forming a green solution. However, the remainder of the substance
will not dissolve and settles to the bottom as a white pcwder. If
a chemical reacrtion had not occurred, what was the substance?
(1) element (2) compound (3) mixture dO inert material
1;6. The atomic number of a certain element is 7. Its atomic
weight is 16. Which of the diagrams below and at the top of the
next page represents this element?
(1) 20p 20n l].Oe
(2) 20p [\.0n 20e
(3) i^-Op 20n 20
e
{k) 20p 20n 20e
(1) (3)
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V/hat is the usual oxidation or valence number of strontium?
(1) +1 (2) ^2 (3) +3 W ''h
What is the correct chemical fomiula for aluminum nitrate?
(1) AINO (2) AKNO^)^ (3) Al(NO^)^ (k) Al2(N0^)^
i

